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SFB the money and the power 

behind activities funding 
BY IRENE R. KOEHLER 

(First of a t wo part series) 

Undergraduate clubs and organiza
tions h ave an easier time funding their 
activities than do most academic 
departments and administrative 
divisions at Trenton State College. 

The Philosophy Club, Nous, has had a 
remarkable series of speakers through 
careful planning and use of the Student 
Activities Fund (SAF). 

Likewise, The Signal was able to 
purchase two video display terminals for 
itself wit h a loan f rom SAF. 

Minority Programming brought in 
lecturers at $500 to $1750 each, with 
$300 allowed for artist accomodations, 
with money from SAF. 

The organization tht has the power to 
make all of this happen is the Student 
Finance Board (SFB). Because SFB 
controls the money, it is by far the most 
powerful student organization on 
campus. 

I 
T I 

BY B ILL FELLOWS 

An administrative study on "lifestyle" 
aimed students do n ot have the same 

•'9hts as college employees and 
Rested the "lifestyle" provision be 
irrunated from the Affirmative Action 

Policy enab ling the Reserve officers 
yarning Corps (ROTC) to have office 
Pace on campus. 

The study was compiled by Jesse 
osenblum, assistant to the president, 
"o Jere Pa ddack, dean of students, 
ho were appointed by Dr. Harold 
'okhoff, Trenton State College 

SFB dictates who, when, and why all 
other student organizations on campus 
will receive or will not receive over 
$775,000 in yearly student activity funds 
and contingency funds. 

SFB alone determines how much 
funding each of over 85 student 
organizations and clubs will receive, or if 
they will receive any money at all. 

This year's budget was over one half 
of a million dollars, $512,020 to be exact. 
This money included $440,000 in 
Student Activities funds, $45,000 from 
interest on $375,000 in contingency 
funds from previous years, and $20,000 
to $25,000 which was returned unused 
by student organizations. This money is 
tax exempt. 

The one half of a million dollars that 
SFB regulates each year is from SAF. 
Each student at Trenton State is 
assessed an activities fee of $2.30 per 
credit, or $6.90 per three-credit course. 
A full-time student carrying a 15 credit 
load per semester will pay $34.50 each 
semester or $69 per year. This money 
goes directly to the state and the state 
issues a check to SFB. 

president, to reply to the Gay Union of 
Trenton State's (GUTS) complaint that 
the college should not give office space 
to ROTC because they discriminate 
against homosexuals. 

GUTS claimed the college Affirmative 
Action policy protects students because 
it uses the term "lifestyle" as something 
for which people can not be 
discriminated against. 

The ROTC does discriminate during 
the third and fourth years of a student's 
education when they are reviewed to see 
if they will receive commissions after 
graduating, Bernice Rydell, assistant 
vice president of adminis trative 
services, said in an interview last spring. 

continued on page 5 

SFB is responsible for administering 
the SAF and develops policies and 
safeguards for use of the fund. SFB 
obtains budget requests from funded 
organizations, develops a budget, and 
submits this to the Student Government 
Association (SGA) for approval which 
then submits the budget to Dr. Harold 
Eickhoff, Trenton State president, for 
final approval. 

There are 15 SFB members consisting 
of a chairperson, an assistant 
chairperson, a secretary, two 
representatives elected from each class, 
and four representatives appointed from 
SGA. 

The chairperson of SFB is also the 
treasurer of SAF. He or she is 
responsible for maintaining records and 
proper accounting procedures. 

The chairperson has the power to 
freeze the funds of any organization 
which violates any of SFB's regulations. 
The chairperson performs a mid-year 
and end of year audit on each 
organization's books, except SFB's 
books. They are audited by an outside 
firm hired by the state. .. . „no c ' continued on page a 

Staff photo by Thomas Nesterak 

Jim Cronin, SFB chairperson. 

Staff photo by Jon Scharf 

am Windon performed his one-man play "Thurber I" in Kendall Hall Wednesday. See 
s'ory on page 9. 

Lifestyle' protection 

criticized in report 

Seal still working 
on last two yearbooks 

BY MARY JUDGE 

The Student Finance Board (SFB) and 
the Student Government Association 
(SGA) are both investigating The Seal, 
which is the organization responsible 
for the publication of the school 
yearbook. 

The SFB wants to determine whether 
it should continue to fund the 
organization in spite of problems that 
have plagued it for the past few years; 
especially The Seal's inability to meet 
publication deadlines set up with the 
publisher. 

The Seal's consistution, which is felt 
to be inadequate and partially 
responsible for many of the 
organizational problems it has 
encountered, is now being reviewed by 
the SGA. 

The 1980 edition of the Seal is now 
being printed and is expected to be out 

. by Dec..while the 1981 edition is slated 
for publication by May, 1982, according 
to Ron Kernast, this year's editor. 

The SFB, chaired by Jim Cronin, is 
concerned about the Seal and the 
problems it has had. Cronin said that 
there will be a meeting between the 
current and past editors, its current 
advisor, Charles-Reilly Edinger, the SFB 
and Dr. Jere Paddack, dean of students, 
to discuss these problems. Before a 
contract is signed with the publisher, the 
SFB wants to be sure that "they have 
their act together," Cronin said. 

Approximately $18,000 a year has 
been allotted to The Seal for production 
of the past two yearbooks. Students who 
have paid for the books will receive them 
by mail as soon as they are published; 
and although there have been no 
refunds given so far, there have been 
complaints, according to Cronin. 

Cronin also believes that The Seal's 
constitution is in great need of revision. 

Although the question of whether The 
Seal should continue to be funded is 
now being considered, both Edinger 
and Kernast believe that the 1982 edition 
will be out on schedule. 

Cronin was not as optimistic; "it will 
be fine if it works out, but this happens 
every year," he said. 

The problems associated with 
publication of both the 1980 and 1981 
editions has been largely attributed to 
conflicts within the organization. 

Dorothy Gurgely, current sports 
editor, believes that problems involved 
withmeeting publication deadlines 
started with the 1978 Seal, whose editor 
was Debbie Gardener. Gurgely feels she 
took too much responsibility upon 
herself when trying to complete layouts 
for publication. Since then, according to 
Gurgely, it has become a matter of habit 
with recent editors to assume large 
quantities of the work load, resulting in 
missed deadlines. 

The 1980 editor, Ed Musantry was also 
guilty of this practice and would not 
accept the assistance offered by the 
incoming 1981 staff, Kernast said. Other 
delays included publishers proofing the 
book without necessary credit given to 
the photographic work done by Sandy 
Povio, who later went on to become 
editor of the 1981 Seal. Povio threatened 
to sue The Seal and the publisher if the 
mistakes were not corrected. Important 
deadlines were missed, and the 
publisher, concerned with legal 
implications, would not complete 
publication without a release from the 
college, according to Kernast. 

Conflicts between Povio and the 
faculty advisor, Art Steinman, resulted 
in more missed deadlines for the 1981 
Seal, and Steinman's replacement by 
Edinger, assistant cooperative 
education director, Kernast explained. 

Although work on the book went 
along well up until the summer, 
according to Edinger, communication 
problems with Povio, who is out of 
school, have further delayed the 
completion of the 1981 edition. When 
contacted by telephone, Povio refused 
to comment on the progress of the 
yearbook to The Signal. 
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Smart women do it without side effects 
BY DR. DON BROWN 

Dear Dr. Brown: 
Question: 

I read your article every week and find 
it very interesting. I am a female, age 23 
and single. I am also a virgin as far as sex 
goes. I masturbate about twice a week 
to satisfaction and wonder if this is done 
by many females. 

I wonder if this will change my drive 
for sex and will it cause me any problems 
later on. 

I hope you will print this in your article 
as I can't ask anyone else. 

Response: 
The latest research data indicates that 

approximately 83 percent of women 
masturbate at sometime during their 
lifetime. Generally speaking, the higher 
a woman's educational level, the more 
likely she is to masturbate throughout 
her lifespan. 

This practice will not adversely affect 
your desire for sex or any relationships 
you may have in the future. If anything, 
it's beneficial because it helps to keep 
you reproductive organs in shape, 
releases physical and psychological 

Human Sexuality 
tension, and puts you in touch with your 
body. It will also help you to be more 
responsive during other types of sexual 
activities in the future. 

Don't cramp style 

Dear Dr. Brown: 
Question: 

I read your column every week and 
thoroughly enjoy it. However, I d idn't 
think I would have a problem that would 
necessitate my writing to you, which is 
probably the same feeling most people 
have. 

I am dating a young man of South 
American ancestry and find some of his 
customs different from those found in 
our culture, however none quite as 
puzzling as the one he mentioned last 
night. We had had our dinner and went 
to bed shortly after. Instead of initiating 
lovemaking, he turned on the television, 
saying he had to wait for an hour 
because he didn't want any health 
problems. I tried to kid him about it, but 
he said a friend of h is had sex too soon 
after eating and ended up paralyzed. 

I've decided not to let the 
circumstances arise again because I 
really do love him, but I would like to 
know if there is really a medical reason 
for not having sex too soon after eating. 

Response: 
Our body tends to send more blood to 

whatever system needs it the most at any 
given time. After eating, expecially 
following a large meal, more blood is 
sent to the digestive system to help it 
perform well. Performing an aerobic 
activity - such as swimming, jogging, or 
passionate lovemaking - soon after 
eating would divert some of the blood 
away from the digestive system to 
supply the increased oxygen demands 
of the muscles involved. People are 
warned not togeswimming immediately 
after eating because of the possibility of 
cramps and other problems associated 
with the digestive system. 

I doubt if lovemaking after eating 
caused the paralysis you mentioned. 

However, I do think it's a good idea not 
to engage in any kind of strenuous 
activity immediately after eating. This 
would be especially true for a person 
who has a history of cardiovascular 
problems. 

New editor 

seeks input, 

questions 

Christian Corner 

BY ED FLYNN 

The Christian Corner has not been in 
the pages of The Signal for the last three 
weeks. This has beenduetoanumberof 
reasons, particularly the resignment of 
the editor position by the existing co-
editors Pamela Schroeder and Linda 
Goodwin. I will now take over as the new 
editor. 

The purpose of the Christian Corner is 
to provide a space for the Christian 
community at Trenton State College, to 
express their views and opinions about 
various topics, and first and foremost to 
share their faith in Jesus Christ and in 
the Good News that he brings to anyone 
who is willing to read the column. 

Any information, suggestions or 
comments on how to make the column 
better would be greatly appreciated. We 
are also concerned about answering any 
questions that people may have in 
regards to Christianity. 

Once a month, the column will run a 
Question and Answer section in the 
paper to answer any questions that 
people may have. All questions, 
information and comments should be 
addressed to The Christian Corner, C O. 
The Signal - Student Center basement. 

In the following weeks, there will be a 
lot of interesting articles on different 
topics, and we will try to introduce some 
new ideas to the college community. It 
is my hope that you will be able to be 
challenged and to enjoy the articles 
written in The Christian Corner. 

BY CAROL FITZPATRICK 

"If commuters do it in their cars, what 
do they do in bed?" 

Do you have any idea how exhausting 
the life of a commuter is? 

A typical day begins late because of a 
faulty alarm. Twenty minutes behind 
schedule your car refuses to turn over 
and when it finally does it stalls. After all 
the aggravation of getting your car on 
the road you hit every light, so that by 
the time you get to Interstate 295 you are 
forced to play cat and mouse with the 
state troopers. Then, on Federal City 
.fload, a patrol car^tops you forgoing 50 
mph in a 35 mph zone, even though 
there are three telephone poles, a nre 
hydrant, a house and a hill between your 
car and the radar. 

Once on campus it's almost 
impossible to find » spot — and it takes 
10 minutes to walk to the Student Center 
- not to mention the 10 minute walk to 
«lass. Recounting your hectic morning, 

Commuter Corner 

you are oblivious to what is going on in 
class and find that your professor is 
throwing a surprise quiz. Doesn't it 
figure. . . If only I was present in class 
15 minutes earlier I would have aced the 
quiz because the professor went over 
everything beforehand. 

Waiting all day on campus can be 
draining. Studying in the library can just 
be done for so many hours. Sodas, or 
what you will, in the snack bar get boring 
after a while and you can just "cruise" 
for so long. If one is lucky enough they 
can catch 40 winks in one of the pocket 
lounges, but on occasion there is not 
enough space to do this. 

If you do have to go through all of this, 
you want your class to be enjoyable or at 
least held. There is nothing more 

frustrating than waiting all day for a 
class and to be rudely awakened to its 
cancellation. Along those lines, can you 
imagine the rage you go through when 
you get to an 8 a.m. class and find it's 
cancelled. . . Bad Karma. 

Once classes are completed, you 
"second life" begins. Instantly you turn 
from student into employee. Every free 
chance you get becomes a glance at a 
textbook or a try at a math problem. Four 
hours later, hungry, tired and 
apprehensive about tomorrow's exam 
you go home so that you can eat dinner 
and study. 

At 1:30 in the morning, you discover 
that you fell asleep at your desk. Getting 
ready for bed, you set your alarm, throw 
on your pajamas and brush your teeth so 
that you can hit the hay. 

So, getting back to the original 
question, with the hectic pace and the 
heavy demands the commuter faces 
daily, by the time the end of the day 
comes, sleep is a welcome respite. So I 
guess that's what we do in our 
beds. . .(on most nights). 

cnwimchHtj... 

Commuters are doing it in bed 
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Special Services helps in library ramp plan 
BY LESLIE MEGYESY 

If one your classes was being held In a 
building that you could not get into what 
would you do? Many disabled students 
face this problem which is one of the 
problems the Office of Special Services 
tries to solve. 

The Veterans Services Office became 
a full-time operation in 1973, and in 1977 
it became a dual office that included the 
services for disabled students. Don 
Schulze, director of the office, is 
involved in both areas. 

According to Schulze, there are 
approximately 300 students attending 
Trenton State College through veterans 
benefits from the federal program, and 
160 students through the state program. 
Last year the office aided 135 disabled 
students who had identified themselves. 
But Schulz e feels "there are probably 
twice as many students who have not 
identified themselves as disabled." 

campus and off-campus problems. "The 
office provides counseling for students-
-educational, career and personal," 
Schulze said. It tries to act as "a base of 
operations to handle the problems of 
disabled students and veterans," he 
added. 

These disabilities range from students 
in wheelchairs to students with heart 
conditions, learning problems, epilepsy 
and diabetes. 

The Office of Special Services, 
located in the Phelps Hall annex, tries to 
help students cope with both on-

The office also works in the 
community. One example of this is the 
veterans Out Reach program, which 
helps to provide information and links to 
services for veterans who might not be 
able to learn about them otherwise. 

The office has a very small staff, most 
of the people involved are students on 
the work-study program. He said, "The 
office receives a small federal grant, 
about $4,000, but 95 percent of the funds 
are from the college." 

The office could lose its federal funds 
because of President Ronald Reagan's 
budget cuts. He said, "This would put 
the office in a double squeeze—there will 
be more students on campus to help and 
less funds." 

Lee Horowitz, a graduate student of 
student personnel and guidance, is a 
disabled veteran who also works as a 
counselor in the office. Horowitz said 
that at his first meeting with the office he 
found the people to be very receptive 
and concerned with the students. He felt 
the office "went beyond advising and 

guidance, and showed a very special 
effort." 

"The key to the office's success is the 
coordinated effort of campus 
resources," Schulze said. He cited the 
library ramp project as an example. This 
project would create a permanent ramp 
in the front of the college library for 
students confined to wheelchairs. 

The project involved the library 
committee, the disabled students 
coalition, the committee for 
handicapped students and college 
administrators. The groups worked 
together, and a set of blueprints has 
been developed. They hope to have the 
groundbreaking this spring. He said, 
"This is what can happen with enough 
interest and pleasure." 

The Office of Special Services has 
many goals for the future, for both the 
veterans and disabled students. One 
problem they are working on now is to 
help veterans to earn credits for their 
Military Occupational Specialities 
(MOS). As it stands now, the college will 
only give credits for schools attended 
while in the service, and not for the MOS. 

Schulze, and the entire office, will 
continue to work with the college to help 
solve problems of the students, and to 
provide the necessary services for 
veterans and disabled students. 

Staff Dhoto by Thomas Nesterak 
Don Schulze, director of Office of Special 

Out-of -state students may receive tuition refunds 
BY JEAN LE COINTE 

Students were advised of their rights 
to out-of-state tuition refunds and 
access to campus renovation plans at 
Wednesday's Student Government 
Association(SGA) meeting. 

The Board of Higher Education of 
New Jersey, p assed a law during the 
summer of 1980, which enabled 
students who lived here less than twelve 
months t o be considered residents for 
tuition purposes. This law went intn 
effect in Sept. of 1980. 

According to John Sposato, SGA's 
legal service liaison, a student who 
moved to New Jersey during the 1980 
fall semester, and paid out-of-state 
tuition for the spring semester, would be 
entitled to a tuition refund for that 
semester if residency could be proven, 
and if out-of-state aid was not received. 

Proof of residency would include a W-
2 form showing that the student paid 
taxes, and his/her New Jersey address. 
Proof of voter registration, motor vehicle 
license or registration, and rent receipts 
are also considered evidence. 

Sposato advised students who meet 
these requirements, to see Donald 
Worthington, of the registrar's office, or 
Peter Mills, vice president for 
administration and finance. If there are 
any problems, he suggests that students 
contact the SGA. 

"It is important for the students to 
have representation at this college by 
other students, by being in the SGA and 
having student members with voting 
privileges on the Board of Trustees of 
this college," Sposato said. 

Renovation plans to improve Trenton 
State College campus, will be discussed 
by Peter Mills at Wednesday's SGA 
meeting. 

According to Lynne Guerere, 
executive vice president, besides 
renovations to residence halls, part of 
the change would include renting out 
the student center during the summerto 
help college costs, and preventing 
future increases in tuition fees. 

Other changes would involve an 
extension of the dining halls to seat 
more people, and moving student 
services, including the infirmary, to 
Phelps Hall. 

nuclear arms demonstrations, Paul 
Christian, CathoMc campus minister, 
urged the SGA to make a resolution to 
increase Trenton State College 
students' awareness of the dangers of a 
nuclear war, and the need for peace and 
justice. 

A model of what the campus would 
look like five years from now can be seen 
in Bliss Hall, room 130. 

Copies of the renovation plans can be 
picked up at the SGA office in the 
student center. The SGA urged all 
students to attend Wednesday's 
meeting with Mills. 

While hundreds of college students 
across the nation were holding anti-

"The arms race has a lot of effect on 
our education, lives, and the future of 
this country," Christian said. 

Although none of the senators 
disagreed with Christian's suggestion, 
very few showed much support. 

Christian believes that the arms race is 
the most important issue of our times, 
and if a resolution is made it would 
become more visible. 

"Never before has humanity had the 
power to blow up the world in a swipe," 
he said. "Now we have that power, but 
we had better not use it for the sake of 
our future generations." 

These Apples may be better than any oranges 
BY J. MARC IA LEROY 

a 

The overdue Apple computer 
terminals have arrived and are now 
installed in the student computer center. 

The college purchased the 12 
terminals last summer. Overly optimistic 
estimates of their arrival caused the 
mathematics department to begin 
Elements of Computing" classes this 

tall on the Apple system. Three weeks 
mto the semester, it was evident the 
terminals w ould not arrive in time for 
their use and the classes then switched 
to the Prime system. 

Six Apple terminals with three printers 
have been installed in the student 
computer center. Six additional 
terminals are "in the field," according to 
Dr. David W. Letcher, coordinator of 
academic computing. 

Two units have b een assigned to the 
school of business. The Education 
Building, Holman Hall and Crowell Hall 
each have a terminal. The computers are 
available to t he departments located in 
•h°se buildings. One terminal was 
Purchased for administrative use. 

Letcher said the Apples in the field are 
teaching devices for the faculty, 

[ofessors can take the units into the 
rt assroom for instruction and 
emonstrations and assign homework 

The units will not be used for 
coursework until the Spring 1982 
semester, but computer students can 
have access to the terminals now 
without being assigned an account 
number. "Floppy discs," a portable 
magnetic medium on which programs 
are stored, can be purchased from the 
art and stationary supply store in the 
Student Center. 

Letcher cited some advantages of the 
Apple system. No overhead monies will 
be paid by the college since the Apples 
are independent of the Educational 
Computing Network (ECN). Students 
who studied computer programming on 
Apples in high school will be able to 
continue their work at Trenton State 
College. 
Letcher said the units are ideal for 
beginners. More and more businesses 
are using the Apple system and 
graduates will now be more prepared in 
the job market. Letcher also said the 
basics learned on an Apple system can 
be easily applied to other systems with 
minor adaptations. 

The Apples cannot be used for "large 
number-crunching programs" which 
require a larger memory capacity 
according to Letcher. More advanced 
computer student^ Wrltirtg that'type of 
program can use the Prime or IBM 
systems. 

Letcher said he is pleased the 
administration is heading toward data 
processing with the same interest as 
faculty and students. He said this is 
evidenced by the administration's 
purchase of a new Burroughs computer 
and their commitment to continue 
spending money each year to increase 
the amount of computer hardware and 
software. 

Letcher said the college is interested 
in seeing how students and faculty make 
use of the Apples. He said if they are 
found to be an academically sound 
device, serious consideration should be 
given to purchasing more ofthat system. 
He believes they will prove to be sound. 

Letcher will be distributing a survey to 
all faculty in the Spring 1982 semestnrto 
estimate computer needs for the ext 
academic year. He said computer 
decisions are made with "the advice and 
consent of the faculty." 

Dr. Edward Conjura, chairman of the 
mathematics department, said when 
professors see what the Apples can do 
they will start incorporating it in their 
coursework. 

Conjura said he and another 
professor will be using the apples in 
their "Linear Alegebra" courses as well 
as a number of professors using them 
for "Elements of Computing" courses. 

Conjura said it would be a safe 
assumption to say Trenton State needs 
more of everything in the future. He 
hopes the student computer center will 
be open longer hours and that more 
equipment will be purchased each year. 

According to Conjura, ECN's costs 
are going up each year which is making 
the college look at the long-range 
picture and to plan accordingly. He said 
the college needs an independent 
system for academic departments like 
the Burroughs computer purchased for 
administrative use. 

Letcher said it will be interesting to 
see how much reliance is placed in the 
micro versus the mini computers and the 
main frame. He said the college is no 
longer in the traditional mode where just 
the math people are computer users. 
The school of business and the school of 
industrial education and engineering 
technology are big computer users. 

Letcher reports seeing students using 
the Apple for printing out resumes. The 
resume is stored on the student's disc 
and can be printed on any Apple printer. 
He said, editing and updating can be 
made via the programming process. 

Letcher said he is excited about "the 
sudden awakening on the part of 
virtu&fiy the •'bntlYe' -campus'"that 
computers are useful in many ways in 
the classroom. 
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Despite ads: tear gas is illegal 

BY LT. TOM HAGAMAN 

It has been brought to my attention 
that certain companies have been 
advertising tear gas and similar devices 
for sale to members of the public. We 
have, in fact, seen displays and Ads on 
bulletin boards in Holman Hall, the 
Education Bldg., and in other campus 
buildings. 

We feel that it is important that 
members of the public be aware that the 
sale or possession of these devices is 
UNLAWFUL in the State of New Jersey. 
New Jersey Statute 2C: 39-9.d. reads, in 
relevant part, "...any person 
who....sells...any weapon or other 
device which projects, releases or emits 
tear gas or any other substances 
intended to produce temporary physical 

continued from page 1 
The chairperson has the power to 

make invest ments with SAF under the 
guidance of the board's advisor, Glenn 
Felix, director of s tudent activities, and 
with approval of the board. 

The chairperson of SFB receives an 
annual stipend or salary of $3900 or $75 
per week. The assistant chairperson 
received a stipend of $1040 annually 
until two years ago when all campus 
organizations voted to eliminate all 
stipends except that of the chairperson 
of SFB. 

Each mem ber of the board serve as 
liason between SFB and al least five 
student organizations. They are 
responsible for continuous evaluation of 
these organi zations. The members are 
required to attend SFB's fall retreat, an 
orientation for new members. 

Jim Cronin, present chairperson of 
the board and a senior business major, 
explained that "mock meetings" are 
used to orientate new members to 
appeals meetings and to expose them to 
"types of personalities" that they will 
encounter and how to handle them. The 
"types" are the "intimidator," the "sob-
story teller," the "polisher," and the 
person wh o tries to "lay it over" with 
iokes, Cr onin said. There are practice 
sessions wher board members learn 
how to say " now" to requests. 

All 15 of the board members handle an 
unusually heavy work load on their 
spring retreat trying to approve 85 
student organization's budgets for the 
coming year in one weekend. Because 
the members have formed relationships 
with the organizations to which they 
have been assi gned, they are expected 
to be able to explain their budget 
requests. 

These 15 SFB members make 
judgments r lating to the validity and 
Justification of all requests and 
determine how much money is to be 
allowed for each organization. There are 
oo "outsiders" allowed at these 
discussons, Cronin said. 

The various organizations use the 
previous year's budget as the coming 
year s base figure and then list why they 
want more or less money for those 
items. 

There is a period of time after the 
budgets are made up and the 
rganizations are told tentatively what 
roount they will receive and when the 

discomfort or permanent injury through 
being vaporized or otherwise dispensed 
in the air, which is intended to be used 
for any purpose other than for 
authorized military or law enforcement 
personnel...is guilty of a crime of the 
fourth degree." A fourth degree crime is 
punishable by a fine of up to $7500, 18 
months imprisonment, or both. 

The law and penalties relating to 
possession of such devices are 
essentially the same as those for the sale 
of them. Please do not get in serious 
trouble by assuming that, if advertised 
so freely, sale and possession of tear gas 
must be legal. I'm afraid that simply is 
not the case in this instance. You will 
usually see, somewhere in fine print, 
that "this offer is void where prohibited 
by law." New Jersey is one of those 
places. 

organization may appeal. They must set 
up a meeting with the board to try to 
work out a satisfactory budget. 

The Accounting Club successfully 
increased its funding this year through 
such an appeals meeting. They have a 
more active president and membership 
this year and plan to revitalize the club. 

SFB maintains a Special Appropriat
ions account of $20,000 for 
organizations' requests to do something 
not in the budget, for which there are not 
enough funds in the budget, or for 
something new. 

The 85 student organizations that 
receive funds must submit a yearly 
budget, in Feb. Based upon last year's 
expenses with any additional funds 
requested, the budgets also include 
written explainations for the requested 
funds. 

The budgets are broken down into 
individual items such as office supplies, 
printing costs, contracts, staffs, travel 
expenses, public relations, refresh
ments, recruitment, phone, dinners and 
picnics, etc. 

This is the budget for the Nous Club 
for 1981-82: 

Allocation 
1981-82 Given 

Base Request 

Programs $500 $500 
Public $125 $175 

Relations 
Refreshments $50 $50 
Office $50 $50 

Supplies 
TOTAL $725 $775 

The Nous Club is one of the more 
active clubs on campus and that, Cronin 
said, is one of the main criteria for 
determining the amount of funding 
granted to each club or organization. 

Jim Filipek, the assistant chairperson 
of SFB, and a sophmore accounting 
major, explained that since clubs or 
organizations must document all 
activities and have receipts for every 
expenditure, the more active it is, the 
more money it spends, the more money 
is approved. 

Staff photo by Jerry Millevoi 

Lt. R. Thomas Hagaman, community 
relations officer for campus police. 

The treasurers, presidents, and 
advisors of student organizations must 
attend SFB's required procedures and 
policies. They are required to keep 
account of all expenditures and 
revenues, and to submit receipts for all 
expenditures, by SFB's designated 
dates. Each organization's ledger 
reports must by submitted by the first 
Wednesday of each month. 

Failure to submit requested materials 
may result in the removal of the 
treasurer from office by SFB or the 
holding of his or her grades until the 
material in question has been submitted. 

Student organizations advisors are 
ultimately responsible for the 
disbursement of that organization's 
funds. 

All funds of an organization may be 
frozen by SFB is, in their opinion, that 
organization is disregarding policies or 
illegally spending funds. 

The Signal's funds were recently 
frozen for a week because their 
membership roster had not been 
submitted. 

Organizations do not have the right to 
spend money on equipment or 
programs which were not approved. 
Title to all equipment or property bought 
with SAF belongs to the SFB. 
Organizations must limit their 
expenditures to the amounts allocated 
and line items authorized. 

The board makes decisions involving 
large amounts of money from the 
contingency fund. They have purchased 
capital improvements to the tune of over 
$57,200 in the past three years. In 1979 
SFB purchased lighting and sound 
equipment, which cost $15,531, for the 
use of organizations on campus. In 
1980, video display terminals, costing 
$25,000, were purchased for The Signal, 
which is paying the loan back to the 
contingency fund over a p eriod of six 
years. This year SFB bought itself a 
$16,690 computer. 

There are 10,242 students currently 
enrolled at Trenton State. 6,314 of these 
students are women, 551 are black and 
180 are other minorities. Thequestion of 
whether SAF is distributed equitably 
and other issues will be brought up in 
the second half of this article next week. 

WTSR member 

dies 

of leukemia 
Bill Thoene, 24, a disc jockey at 

WTSR, the campus radio station died 
Nov. 11 after a three year battle with 
leukemia. 

Thoene, whose show aired Sundays 
and Mondays, was a resident of New 
Brunswick and was buried in Van Liew 
Cemetery, New Brunswick on Friday. 

Although he was not a student at 
Trenton State College, he started 
working at WTSR in June after Gregg 
Betnicker, a WTSR disc jockey, asked 
him to help out. Thoene also worked at 
WRSU, the Rutgers University radio 
station. 

"He was the biggest radio fanatic," 
Bernicker said. "He lived for music." 

'Lifestyle' 
study 

continued from page 1 

The ROTC should be given office 
space because if it was denied some 
students at Trenton State would lose out 
on the benefit of the office and to deny 
them office space may be unconstitu
tional because discrimin ating against 
homosexuals isn't against the law, the 
report said. 

In their written report to Eickhoff, 
Rosenblum and Paddock found the 
Affirmative Action committee's opinion, 
that to allow ROTC on campus would be 
in violation of the college Affirmative 
Action policy, should not be followed 
because the policy is "limited to 
employees of the college," the report 
said. 

The report also recommended "that 
the life style provisions contained in the 
Affirmative Action policy and student 
grievance procedure be eliminated" and 
the college only protect groups 
protected from discrimination federal or 
state law. 

Race, religion, sex, age and national 
origin are the areas protected by New 
Jersey and federal law. 

It would be difficult for the college to 
define the term "lifestyle" and it would 
be hard to identify and gather 
information on people who might be 
protected by the term, the report said. 

While eliminating the-term "lifestyle", 
it was recommended the college protect 
student rights and "indicate that 
harrassment because of one's beliefs or 
sexual preference (homosexuality) not 
be tolerated." 

The report makes clear that the 
distribution of offices on campus is an 
autonomous act of the administration: 
"The allocation of office space on 
campus has been and is a managerial 
function of the College. Office space has 
traditionally been allotted on the basis of 
academic/administrative /student need 
in furtherance of the college mission." 
Who determines the college mission 
was not given in the report. 

The report said students' complaints 
should not be reviewed by the 
Affirmative Action committee because it 
is not one of the steps of the student 
complaint procedure. 

Eickhoff declined comment on the 
report, but has sent letters to Melissa 
Zuravner, Student Government 
Association president, and Joseph 
Carroll, Faculty Senate president, 
asking them to give "their reactions and 
comments" to the report, Eickhoff said. 

"I will value their comments, and what 
I do after will depend on those 
comments," he said. 

SFB controls activitiepursestrings 
Over IV2 million in fees allocated 
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Too hot  to  ignore 

March 2, 1979: Trenton State College receives a report of procedural 
investigations of the Life and Fire Safety Codes here listing 15 points of 
priority repairs regarding state fire codes, particularly in the Towers. 

July 1979: a second, more in-depth report issued by fire marshalls, 
again regarding the 15 priority repairs. 

Nov. 1981: seven of those 15 repairs still need to be made. 
True, several of them are budgeted (into 1983); however, that such 

"priority" repairs have been left unattended for nearly three years is 
inexcusable, especially since all of the repairs listed in last week's page 

one article, "Improvements conform to fire laws," concern residence 
halls. 

If the repairs dealt with classroom buildings, we might be more inclined 
to be understanding about the delay; however, residence halls are 
occupied 24 hours a day; people sleeping could be rudely awakened by 
fire, and, as the result of violations in the state fire code, face life-
threatening situations which would not otherwise exist. 

Budgetary problems are always present, and funds for the repairs may 
be hard to come by. The administration may insist that confrming to the 
fire code is a priority item. However, as anyone who works within the 
state government is well aware a project's priority is reflected in the funds 
provided for it. 

Robert Jankowicz, director of maintenance says that "all we need is the 
money. We certainly have the time and talent (to make the repairs)." The 
college should use all means available to obtain that money. Only then 
will we beleive that conforming to the Life and Fire safety codes is, in fact, 
a top priority, 

Missing schedules 

The act of pre-registration entails many fun and exciting activities like 
figuring out your schedule, fitting an appointment with your advisor into 
your already-crowded schedule, and keeping track of your computer 
card—the loss of which could mean your deletion from college existence. 

An additional feature to this year's pre-registration was hunting down a 
schedule of classes, those sheets of paper that had virtually disappeared 
by last Tuesday. 

Indeed the disappearance of approximately 8,500 class schedules 
from the Brower Student Center in the course of a day puzzles and 
rankles Donald Worthington of the Registrar's office. 

According to Worthington, of the 12,500 schedules that were printed, 
about 3,000 were mailed to night and part-time students and advisors, 
among others, a couple hundred were kept in the Registrar's office and 
the rest were put in the Student Center. The havoc that followed is akin to 
vultures descending on a fresh kill. Worthington figures many students 
must have taken at least three and four schedules apiece. 

In the past, one or two part-time workers from the Registrar's office 
handed out the schedules to those students passing through the Student 
Center, ensuring that each student took only one. The reason for not 
following that procedure rests in the budget cuts that made paying part-
time workers $3.35 an hour to "babysit" class schedules seem 
"ridiculous," Worthington said. He figured he would "experiment" and 
see if the students could handle the distribution themselves. 

Obviously, they .GQUldnX and.themonpy saved by not paying part-time 
distributors was probably spent on running an additional 3,000 copies of 
the course schedule, now available in the Registrar's office. 

It does seem ridiculous to need someone to babysit schedules, but 
what are the alternatives? 

One that seems to make the most sense would be to have them 
available at the information desk, library and registrar's office. Not piled 
out in the open, the schedules would be treated less like scrap paper. 
Also, the schedule could be posted on bulletin boards in the library and 
Student Center so people need to just check out a listening can refer to 
the posted schedule rather than take an additional copy. 

Pre-registration is meant to be a convenience, but this is so only if the 
schedules are convenient to obtain. 
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Careless schedules 
To the editor: 

This letter is in regard to the carelessness in the scheduling of math courses for 
the Spring of 1982. Two scheduling errors were brought to my attention: one 
involves a conflict in computer science requirements, and the other a conflict in 
math-education requirements. The computer science conflict occurred when 
two required courses were scheduled for the same time. This conflict was 
promptly corrected when brought to the attention of the math department. The 
math-ed conflict occurs because a required math courseinterferes with JEP. The 
program proposed by the math department for math-ed majors suggests that 
both of these courses be taken the second semester of the junior year. But how? 

I am ver y interested in finding out why a conflict in a suggested math-ed 
program cannot be corrected, but a computer science conflict — which is not in 
the suggested computer science program — was quickly corrected. In the future, I 
hope the math department will give more consideration to non-computer science 
majors. 

Gary Noecker 

The whole picture 

To the editor: 
I regret that I must once again touch upon the often misunderstood issue that 

was brought to prominence in the 10/20/81 issue of The Signal, regarding the 
right of an individual to speak at an SGA meeting. 

Upon receiving no return correspondence, I was surprised to realize that the 
letter I had submitted had a major portion of it deleted. Hence, it did not represent 
the true message I had intended to convey. 

Judging from my experience of the past three weeks, and thus in order to 
prevent being once again cut, or simply not printed, I regretfully chose at this time 
not to enterthe deleted yet vital two paragraphs of my letter. Yet I do urge all those 
interested in receiving a full, unabridged copy of the letter, or to simply discuss 
the matter w ith me in general, to please feel free to get in touch with me. I am 
usually in the SGA office between noon and 4 p.m. every weekday. If I am not 
there, please leave a note in my mailbox. 

Incidentally, since that date a motion has passed the SGA senate, clarifying the 
fact that all individuals (including SGA members) need simply to raise their hand, 
and be recognized by the chair in order to speak. 

I apologize that my correspondence was forced to be presented in such a 
fragmented matter. I can only hope that I have not lost too much interest, due to 
the passage of several weeks. 

Finally submitted, 
Steve Gaissert 

Senator -At-Large 

Gymnastics gyp 
To the editor: 

I came to college to further my education and also to learn various teaching 
methods, so that in the future I could become a health and physical education 

, teacher. I am almost finished four years here at Trenton State College and, I must 
say, I have learned so much, and I have also learned that your learning never 
ends. 

The point of this letter is to voice my opinion of a certain requirement of a ll 
physical e ducation majors, namely gymnastics. Don't get me wrong, I think 
gymnastics should be required, just as soccer, basketball, volleyball, etc., are 
required. But at least in those classes I was graded on my tests, my ability;, my 
skills and assignments. Each of these were a certain percentage of my grade, but 
my ability was not the one most heavily weighed. You see, if you know the rules, if 
you know how the game is played, if you have ideas of the sequence you would 
use in teaching the sport, then you at least passed with an average grade. My 
Point is, in gymnastics, if you can't perform it, you can't pass it, no matter how 
hard you try. 

If I ever have to teach gymnastics, I am going to have to do research before I do. 
rou would think with three years (semesters) of gymnastics, I would know at least 
where to start. Wrong. I only learned one thing in my gymnastics classes: to hate it 
even more. I am not putting down gymnasts in any way. I admire them for what 
(hey do, but I also know that if they were only graded on ability in other activity 
courses, a lot of them would be having trouble like the non-gymnasts are in 
gymnastics. Also, in gymnastics, a person can "test out" in the beginning of the 
semester and just come back at the end to take the written exam. So the students 

aving trouble in the class can't even look for anyone to help them. And how does 
he teacher know if the gymnast knows how to spot, which is part of the grade? If I 

was a pro basketball player and I knew everything there was to know about 
fair? ba"'' St'" woulcl have t0 attencl my basketball class; I can't test out. Is this 

An argument that the professor gives us is that, "when you get out to teach, how 
you 9oing to show your students what to do if you can't do it?" But the funny 

P rt about this is, she never showed us, she always picked someone from the 
ass to demonstrate. 

cou'5 90 on and on about this particular class, but got through it with "just 
• „ jS|o9" grades. I just feel sorry for those people who haven't taken Gymnastics I 
and II yet. Good luck. 

Free Forever 

L 

letters te 

the editer 
Keep up good work 

To the editor: 
I have just recently learned that The Signal was recently awarded one of the 

highest honors by the Associated Collegiate Press (ACP) for producing a high 
quality newspaper. This is just a note to express my admiration for the hard work 
your staff has put forth to earn such an illustrious award. I frequently read your 
newspaper and find it quite interesting. Keep up the good work. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 
Peter Mercado 

Dean of Students 
Stockton State College 

Tribute not filler 
To the editor: 

We would like to express our deep dissatisfaction towards the recently 
published "article" concerning Jennifer Nelson, a sister of our sorority. The title, 
"Jennifer Nelson Dies of Rare Cancer" was an extremely morbid manner in which 
to express the passing of a person who experienced a slow, excruciating death. 
This title sounds as if Jennifer was a meaningless piece of dirt who did not make 
any contributions to this campus community. 

As for the article itself, its intention was to serve as a memorial for her, not as a 
page filler for The Signal. The article submitted was one of warmth and deep 
sympathy, the main purpose of the article was not to patronize Philo's efforts or 
glorification of such, but rather to inform the campus community of the loss of 
one of its members. 

The purpose of the raffle was to express to her parents Tronton State's deepest 
gratitude. If we cannot support them emotionally, then perhaps we can relieve 
some of their financial burden through this fund raiser. 

If the only way we can express our feelings is through the editorial section of 
The Signal, then we feel that the members responsible for this paper should re
evaluate their goals in serving the campus community. If it were not for the 
campus community The Signal would not have anything to publish, except for 
such page fillers as this article was deemed by the editing staff. 

We would hope that the editors of The Signal would reconsider publishing the 
original article and picture, even though the damage of "your" article has been 
done. 

Sisters of Philo 

Editor's note: The article referred to was run as submitted by Dave Leonardi as 
that week's submission for the Greek column, "On the Plus Side." While the 
headline may have appeared cold, it is standard journalistic practice for 
obituaries. The article itself was edited for minor changes in style only. We 
unfortunately could not include Jennifer's picture because it was too small to 
reproduce well.-G.E.J. 

Scheduling hassles 
To the editor: 
I question the efficiency of this year's "course description flyer" distribution 

procedure. As I recall last year, two employees of the registrar's office were 
seated at a table handing out one flyer to each student who displayed proper I.D. 
Why was this process not followed this semester? 

When I phoned the registrar's office, I was informed that 13,000 editions had/ 
been printed and no more were to be created. I later found out that only 9,000 
copies were put out. Where where the other 4,000 copies? 

My concern also stems from the fact that many students were exceedingly 
angered by not being able to get a flyer for themselves. Those students coming in 
for Monday night classes could not find any because they were all gone, lam well 
aware that another reason for the lack of copies is that students often take more 
than one copy for themselves. Again, had someone been at the table handing 
them out this problem never would have occurred. 

I strongly urge you to reevaluate this process and take into consideration the 
hassles incurred over this semester's course description flyer procedure. 

Melissa Zuravner 
President, SGA 
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Announces elections for all positions 
on the 1982 Editorial Board. 

The following positions will be elected 
Dec. 2,1981 at 3 p.m.: 

Editor-in-Chief Business Manager 

Managing Editor Advertising Manager 

News Editor 

Feature Editor 

Sports Editor 

Photo Editor 

Layout Editor 

Art Editor 

) Production Manager 

Copy Editor 

Apply in writing to: The Signal, Student Center Basement 

Attention: Editor-in-Chief. Letter should include 

position applying for, statement of interest, 

and prior experience. 

Deadline for applications: Nov. 25 at 3 p.m. 
Funded by SAF 
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The secret life 
o f ' T h u r b e r  I '  

Our Time, "A Couple of Hamburgers" 
from Let Your Mind Alone, "Teacher's 
Pet" from Thurber Country, "The Moth 
and the Star" from Fables of Our Time, 
and "Interview With a Lemming" from 
My World and Welcome To It. 

Windom closed the show with 
everybody's favorite, and possibly 
Thurber's best known story—"The 
Secret Life of Walter Mitty" from My 
World and Welcome To It. 

Windom utilized the whole stage, 
sometimes sitting at the desk, 
sometimes perched on the stool, and 
sometimes walking to stage-left when 
he told the fables. We found ourselves 
anticipating stage-left. 

Thurber wrote over two dozen books. 
Most of them contained the countless 
short stories and fables written until he 
died in 1961. 

Windom began reading Thurber when 
he was in junior high school. It was luck 
that he was hired by Danny Arnold and 
Sheldon Leonard to work in the 
television show based on Thurber's 
short stories, "My World and Welcome 
To It." The show won Windom an Emmy 
award. 

"From that," he said, "it seemed to me 
the thing to do was to take a shot at a 
one-man show on Thurber...so I did." 

Windom has been presenting his one-
man plays on Thurber for 10 years. He 
enjoys performing for college audiences 
for a number of reasons, not the least of 
which is "they make more noise than the 
audiences over 30." 

"These people (the over30 crowd) will 
smile," he declared,"and they may get 
more of the jokes. But, they smile, they 
don't make noise. The kids will let you 
know right away." 

He feels that Thurber is "...one of 
many interesting authors that we have in 
this country. I think that he's one of the 
best, and I think his stuff is good, and 
funny, and interesting, and touching-
some of his stuff is touching. And, I like 
to see students get interested in it." . 

BY JOLYN RESNICK 

On stage was a desk, a chair, a 
typewriter, and a stool. Other than these 
few props, the stage was empty. A f ew 
minutes before 8 p .m., the old favorite 
song "Marie" was played and the 
audience was transported back to the 
1930's. 

Without fanfare—or introduction-
William Windom walked on stage. He 
carried a glass of water and a briefcase. 
The briefcase held a few pocket-type 
books that Windom used while 
recounting some of James Grover 
Thurber's short stories and fables. 

Sponsored by the Committee on the 
Performing Arts (COPA) and the 
College Union Board (CUB) the evening 
was the most enjoyable two hours I (and, 
I suspect, the entire audience) have 
spent in a long time. 

Windom selected 15 of Thurber's 
stories and fables for the play "Thurber 
I." "I put it together, I assembled it, I 
selected the stuff that I wanted to use," 
Windom said in an interview before the 
show. "I picked out five hours that I 
wanted permission to use, and she 
(Thurber's widow) let me have four of 
them. So, I do two Thurber shows of two 
hours each." 

The first act was comprised of a 
combination of eight short stories and 
fables. Among them were: "There's No 
Place Like Home" and "My Own Ten 
Rules for a Happy Marriage" from 
Alarms and Diversions, and "The Two 
Turkeys" and "The Bear Who Let It 
Alone" from Fables For Our Time. 

Windom closed the first act with 
"Memorial" from Thurber's Dogs, a 
poignant story that was both a welcome 
respite from the hilarity of the other 
seven pieces and left the audience 
hungering for more. 

In the second act, we were seated to • 
"The Fox and the Crow" and "The Lion 
and the Lizard" from Further Fables of 
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WHERE DO I GO 
FROM HERE? 

—Society for Advancement 
of Management— 

-presents-
Mr. Paul Fodesla, 

Career Counseling Specialist, 
n Hughes and Fodesla Associates 

Wednesday,November 18 
Bliss Hall,room 129 3:15 p.m. 

—Topics of Discussion— 
-career planning 
-interviewing techniques 
-resume preparation 

Refreshments will be served 

Funded by SAF 

CLASS OF82H 
Give us \DUR feedbacks 
Tell us who \OU want to hear as 

GOMMEVCEMEVT SPEAKH? 
at graduation exercises, May 28,1982. 
AS responses due by 3 p.m., 
Tuesday, November 4, at Information Desk 
or S.G A. Office. 
\four choice for speaker 

enhance graduation: 

fror 

Findadby SAF 



P.G. Wodehouse: Reading for fun 
BY KAREN BAKER 

When was the last time you went to the 
library to check out a book to read just 
for pleasure? 

If coll ege life has steered your tastes 
and preferences towards textbooks, 
Nov. is a great month to break the habit 
and give reading for fun a chance again. 

According to Dr. Franklin Axe, 
assistant professor of business 
administration, Nov. is the 100th 
anniversary of the birth of P.G. (Pelham 
Glenville) Wodehouse, one of the 
foremost humorists' of the 20th century. 

Between his birth in 1881 and his 
death at age 93 in 1975, Wodehouse 
wrote 97 books, 14 anthologies and 33 
Plays. He also wrote songs, movies and 
hundreds of ahort,sttor,ies . , ..... <•«r * 

To celebrate his birth there is a display 
in the Roscoe L. West Library. Ohter 
displays have been set up around the 
world in such places as New York, San 
Francisco, and Montreal, Axe said. 

Axe received a book written by 
Wodehouse 10 years ago as a p resent 
from his first son. Today Axe is the 
president and co-founder of the 
Wodehouse Society. 

The Wodehouse Society is an 
international organization with chapters 
in the United States and other countries 
such as South Africa, England and 
Sweden. 

"The society has two purposes," he 
said. "One is that is a place for those who 
are interested .jq ,WPdehPuse.-to.- share.. 

their pleasures from reading his books 
and second it is set up to encourage 
others to become interested." 

Axe is the sponsor and organizer of 
the Trenton State College exhibit. Some 
of the books in the exhibit are from his 
personal collection which consists of 
about 100 books, he said. 

"Wodehouse's first book, 'Pot Hunter' 
was published in 1902 when he was 21," 
he said. Wodehouse wrote about a half-a 
-dozen collective stories but his most 
famous is the 'Jeeves' series which 
consists of 10-15 books." 

Wodehouse is a humorist. His humor 
is expressed in a gentle, pleasureable 
way, he said. He pokes fun at the 
universal, characteristic traits of people, 

• bat net in a mean or satirical-way; 

"Wodehouse is easy to read and the 
reading is fun. He has a delightful way of 
phrasing things and the situations his 
characters get themselves into is 
comical," he said. 

"The most amazing thing about his 
works is that they are uniformly good. 
Once can pick up almost anything and 
enjoy it," he said. 

"People retain their sanity by using 
humor as a relief valve. They can sit 
down with Wodehouse and enjoy 
themselves no matter what," he said. 

If reading those anatomy and math 
textbooks is adding to your tensions, 
check out a pleasure book this month. A 
few hours relaxing with a Wodehouse 
book will convince you that there is 
more to this world than those "dreaded" 

•textbooks *  
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Discovery of dance and self 

Staff photos by Kirsten Jepp 

Jana Feinman, Orchesis 
instructor (right), says 
her students are special 
motivated dance per
formers. Linda 
Posnansky (top left), and 
Kathie Gallo (left), are 
j u s t  t w o  O r c h e s i s  
m e m b e r s  w h o  w i l l  
perform in Kendall Hall 
this Thursday and Friday 
at 8 p.m. 

creativity, to go out there (on stage) and 
say: this is what I do. This shows a lot of 
courage," she said. 

According to Feinman there are many 
students who would be interested in 
becoming part of the group and who, if 
they actually stepped into the dance 
studio would enjoy it but who are afraid 
too often. 

But once students have committed 
themselves they do not only become 
more aware of their bodies but also 
experience personal and emotional 
growth, she said. 

"If they are willing to expose 
themselves it will happen," she said. 

She is too young to feel like a mother, 
but the group seems more like a family 
to her than just her students. "They have 
a special place in my heart," she said. 

It is the first time that Orchesis will 
perform in Kendall Hall and that they 
present a repertory concert. The 
students will not only perform works 
choreographed by Feinman, but will 
also present pieces of their own. 

"Ideally I would like the whole 
program to be their work," she said. 
Actually, only three out of the eleven 
pieces in the concert will be Feinman's 
work. The rest is based on the students' 
concepts. 

Feinman's ideas do not reflect other 
choreographers works, "They just 
come." 

The styles of dancing in this week's 
concert will range from "non-dance 
dance to traditional dance," she said. 

The performances will serve two 
purposes, she said. One is to familiarize 
the audience with various styles of 
modern dance and to allow the students 
to find their creative energy. The other is 
simply to raise money. 

Whereas to Feinman the students are 
the best part about Orchesis, money is 
the worst. A concert to raise money 
costs money too. Costumes have to be 
bought, lights have to be rented, just to 
name a few of the expenses. 

"You can always do something with 
what you have but it would not be the 
best," she said. 

Sometimes professionals speak in 
front of Orchesis and they cost money, 
especially if they are good, she said. 

The biggest plan for Orchesis, if 
possible to be put into reality, is to travel 
to and to perform in the People's 
Republic of China next spring. Orchesis 
members are using many means to raise 
money: selling buttons, organizing a 
dance marathon and trying to attract 
grants from well-disposed people. 

Feinman has been teaching at 
Trenton State for five years now. From 
1967-72 she taught third grade at an 
elementary school in the East Bronx. 
When she graduated from college in 
1967 most women went into the field of 
teaching, nursing or became secretarys. 
It was almost unacceptable then to be 
female and not to be a teacher, she said. 

Since 1964 she has studied Modern 
Dance with Alwin Nikolais, and Merce 
Cunningham, internationally well 
known choreographers in the field. 

From 1970-77 she performed and 
choreographed with the professional 
dance company People/Dorothy 
Vislocky in New York City. 

She is also working on her 
dissertation about the creative 
personality of women compared to 
other female artists. One of the 
interesting facts she discovered is that 
although dance is traditionally a field for 
women the grant money usually goes to 
men. 

As to the upcoming concerts this 
Thursday and Friday at 8 p.m. in Kendall 
Hall tickets will be available at the door 
and at the Student Center information 
booth, $2 for students, $3 for general 
admission. 

BY KIRSTEN JEPP 

While other students do their 
homework and study at home, Orchesis 
members do it backstage. During breaks 
at rehearsals some can be found reading 
their books and preparing themselves 
for exams. 

Orchesis is Trenton State Colleges 
modern dance company, a registered 
club funded by the Student Finance 
Board (SFB). 

They usually meet twice a week but for 
the last two weeks they have been 
practicing daily, since they have two 
performances coming up soon, 
Thursday, Nov. 19 and Friday, Nov. 20 at 
Kendall Hall. 

To Jana Feinman, Orchesis 
instructor, these students are special. 
Because Orchesis is a non credit 
institution, motivation is the only reason 
for taking part. And all the practicing is 
very time consuming. 

"The only thing they get is 
satisfaction," Feinman said. 

Compared to many other Trenton 
State st udents, Orchesis members are 
more committed and also more 
interested in general issues like politics, 
she said. "They are willing to put 

the line, bv usina their 
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THIS 
WEEK 

AT 
TRENTON 
TSC Intramurals and Recreation 
Services PRESENTS - 1st ANNUAL 
HOT SPOT TOURNAMENT -
Wednesday, Nov. 18, 1981 - 3:00 p.m.; 
Thursday, November 19,1981 -3:00 p.m. 
Sign up now at the Student Recreation 
Center. For further information, call 771-
2223. 

"Summer job applications are available 
in the Financial Aid Office. There are a 
limited number of positions on campus 

I and some Work-Study positions off-
campus." 

The Testing and Career Resourse 
Center at the HUB has an immediate 
opening for a student assistant. If you 
are interested please contact Joan Rose 
at 771-3001 Immediately. 
If you know of any qualified students 
please have them call me at 771-3301. 

Attention Graduating Seniors 
Senior portraits will betaken the week of 
Nov. 16 - 20. Sign up at the student 
center information desk during the week 
of Nov. 9-13. 

TSC POETRY REVIEW 
|The TSC Poetry Review is now 
laccopting all original Poetry, 
lPhotography, Short Stories, and 
lorawings. Deadline for submissions: 
I November 23, 1981. Place submissions 
I in TSC Poetry Review's mailbox located 
Ion second floor of Student Center or 
| send to Wolfe Box 208 or Wolfe Box 212. 

Big Brothers/Big Sisters is an agency 
which seeks to meet the needs of 
children from single-parent families by 
providing weekly contact with a caring 
adult volunteer. The agency is currently 
seeking persons in the Trenton area who 
are willing to assist in this important 
cause. Volunteers are required to spend 
three or four hours per week with the 
child, and are asked to make a one year 
commitment. 
If you are interested in learning more 
about the agency, you can call them at 

|695-8050 

For a wealth of free information about 
community services in central New 
Jersey, radio listeners are invited to tune 
to WTSR 91.3 FM during the week of 
November 16 to 20. Designated as 
Community Services Week by WTSR, 
Trenton State College's student-
operated radio station, the week will 
include 40 short interviews with 
representatives from a variety of local 
service organizations. The interviews 
will be aired between the hours of 10 
a.m. and 6 a.m. each day, directly 
following the five-minute newcast on the 
hour. 
A complete listing of interview topics 
and guest speakers may be obtained by 
calling WTSR at (609) 771-2420. 

Applications are now being accepted for 
Trenton State College's Annual Holiday 
Market Place on December 9 and 10, 
1981. This year the Market Place, 
sponsored by the College Union Board 
promises to be even more successful. 
The Holiday Market Place is part of our 
Winter Week Festival, a program of 
activities held in the Student Center that 
is widely publiczed to the campus 
community of over 8,000 people. 
Space is limited and tables will be 
awarded according to the date of 
application fna the merchandise being 
offered for sale. 
Deadline for application is November 
11. You will be notified by November 18 
if your application for space was 
accepted. 
The "Holiday Market" will be held from 
10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. The fee is $10.00 
per day for the general public. For 
students/faculty/staff there wll be a 
$5.00 deposit, returnable the day of the 
event. Payment must accompany the 
application. Checks payable to: Trenton 
State College 
For applications contact: Jeanne Vena, 
Norsworthy Hall, TSC (609) 771-
2154/2516 Trenton, N.J. 08625 - or Julie, 
Housing Dept. 2264. 

COMPUTE YOUR FUTURE 
Computer Science majors: A full-time 
position is available for spring semester. 
Work with professional mathmeticians 
or scientists. Earn credits and a salary. 
Visit the Cooperative Education Center 
in 122 Green Hall to fing out about the 
opportunities in your field. 

The Black History Month Committee is 
sponsoring a "Brochure Design 
Contest". Contest will run from October 
19, 1981, unmtil December 7, 1981. 
Entries must be submitted by 4:30 p.m. 
Dec. 7 in the Black History Month 
mailbox in the CUB Office, second floor 
Student Centeer. First, second nd third 
prized will be awarded. Winners will be 
notified by Dec. 14, 1981. Applications 
can be picked up at the Student Center 
information desk. 

"Tenure in the Publ;ic Schools of New 
Jersey" is the topic for a meeting of the 
League of Women Voters of Ewing 
Township. It will be held on Tuesday, 
Feb. 17 at 8:00 p.m., in the Ewing 
Township Municipal Building, 
Pennington Road at Green Lane. Where 
will be an attempt to reach consensus on 
such questions as whether tenure 
should be abolished, and if not, what 
modifications, if any, should be made in 
the present regulations. The public is 
invited to participate. 

EVENING ADVISEMENT 
Monday-Thursday, 4:30-8:30 p.m. -
Division of Continuing and Adult 
Education, Green Hall, Rm. 10. Any 
evening or non-matriculated student 
seeking academic advisement is urged 
to call for an appointment. 771-3124. 

DYNAMICS OF LEADERSHIP 
Spring semester 1982 - Human 
Relations Department 250 section 2490, 
3 credit. Monday 5-7 p.m. Education 
Building 256. For further information 
call Cindy Woolbright Ext. 2264. 

MBA OPEN HOUSE - Pace 
University and the Lubon Gradduate 
School of Business, New York Cty invite 
TSC students to an Open House and 
Reception. This is an opportunity for 
you to meet with their faculty and Staff 
and learn about their graduate programs 
in business. The date is Thursday, Nov. 
19, 1981 from 5:30-7:00 p.m. For more 
information contact Mary Ann Cancio, 
Assistant Director, Career Planning 
andd Placement, Green Hall Rm. 109. 
BLACK STUDENTS INTERESTED IN 
GRADUATE STUDY IN ENGLISH — 
The University of Maryland at College 
Park, Maryland is actively seeking 
talented Black students for their 
department of English Language and 
Literature. The $15.00 application fee 
will be waived for minority tudent 
applications. Financial Aid is also 
available. For more information,, please 
contact Mary Ann Cancio, Assistant 
Director, Career Planning and 
Placement, Green Hall, Rm. 109. 

TSC students, Freshman, Sopho
mores, Juniors, Seniors—need some 
career counseling? Want help in 
planning for your future career. Come 
see us at the Career Planning and 
Placement Office, Green Hall, Rm. 109 

Graduate Assistant for Programming 
available January 15, 1982, in the 

Residence Program Center. Position 
requires a bachelor degree; some 

experience in programming in 
Residence Halls and acceptance in 

a graduate program at Trenton State 
College 

Remuneration (annually) - 30 graduate 
credit hours; $2,000 plus room & board. 
Send Resume to: Kris Corda 

Program Coordinator 
Student Center 
Trenton State College 
Trenton, N.J. 08625 

Deadline for application Nov. 30, 1981. 

Sally Swenson, co-author of a book 
entitled "Lives & Works, Talks With 
Women Artists" will present a lecture 
and slide show on Tuesday, Nov. 24 at 
12:30 p.m. in the women's center. 
Everyone is welcome. 

The Women's Center cordially invites 
everyone to come see our "Women in 
the Arts" exhibit featuring the works of 
TSC faculty and student women. The 
exhibit will get underway with an 
opening reception on Monday, Nov. 23 
at 10 a.m. and will conclude on Wed., 
Nov. 25, at 12 p.m. The exhibit will take 
place in the women's center, located ion 
the basement of Green Hall, Rm. 3. For 
more information, please call 771-2120. 

COOPERATIVE EDUCATION OPEN 
HOUSE — You are invited to visit the co
op center in 122 Green Hall during the 
Week of November 16-20 for 
refreshments andd informaiton on how 
YOU can gain valuable on-the-job 
experience, earn credits and a Salary. 
Don't miss this opportunity to do 
something worthwhiole during spring 
semester. 

Tune into WTSR's new program 
YOUNG AMERICANS. This is an open 
forum discusion with Notre Dame High 
School students on topics concerning 
today's youth. Drug addiction, 
Alcoholism, Teenage pregnancy, 
runaway's and the handicapped are 
among the topics discussed. 

Any question or comments or 
information about This Week At Trenton 
Can be obtained in either the Housing 
Office or at the Information Desk. Forms 
may be picked up there and dropped off 
at the Housing Office, or mailed to Eric 
Hirsch Student Center/Housing office. 
Phone number 771-2264,2799. 

The public is invited to attend a 
performance by the Pandemonium 
Puppet Company at Trenton State 
College. The puppet show, entitled 
"Eventide", is given in conjuction with 
the opening reception, from 7 to 9 p.m., 
of the Art of the Puppeteer, a display of 
puppets from around the world at 
Holman Hall Gallery. Visitors may view 
the exhibit, and then attend the 
performance at 8 p.m. in the auditorium 
adjacent to the gallery. Admission to the 
Art of the Puppeteer exhibition is free, 
and tickets for "Eventide" are $1.00. 
The Art of the Puppeteer is funded by 
the Mercer County Cultural and 
Heritage Commission, the TSC art 
department and the Student Activities 
Fund. The show will continue through 
December 16 with gallery hjoursfrom12 
to 3 p.m. Monday through Friday, the 

gallery is also open from 7 to 9 p.m. on 
Thursdays and from 1 tp 3 p.m. on 
Sunday. For further information about 
the puppet exhibition beginning 
November 19, telephone the TSC ar t 
epartment at 771-2652. 

Students planning to withdraw from the 
college before the close of the fall 
semester are reminded that Nov. 30 , 
1981 is the last day for underfraduate 
withdrawal for the fall semester. 
Withdrawals are initiated in the Dean of 
Students office, Green Hall, Rm. 101. 

AFRAID OF A SWAMPED JOB 
MARKET? 
A co-op position is available to work in a 
large state organization writing 
proposals for swamp work products and 
water use data. Biology, Chemistry and 
Computer Science majors are in 
demand. Visit the Co-op Center, 12 2 
Green Hall. 

8:00 p.m., Bray Recital Hall - Dent 
Williamzon, flutist, and Shirley 
Batchelor, pianist, professsors of music 
at Trenton State College, and Dona ld 
Brodie, cellist with the Trenton 
Symphny Orchestra, will present a joint 
recital. On the program will be trios by 
Bohuslave Martinu, Ned Rorem and Carl 
maria von Weber. The concert is one of a 
free series of recitals sponsored by the 
TSC music department. For details of 
upcoming music events, telephone the 
department at 771-2551. 

8:00 p.m., Kendall Hall Auditorium -
"Orchesis", Trenton State Colleges 
modern dance company will perform in 
repertory. The company is supervised 
by Ms. Jana Feinman, instructor of 
health, physical education and 
recreation at TSC. In the up-coming 
concert, twenty-four students will 
perform their own works as well ass 
peices from Ms. Feinman's repertoire^ 
Tickets will ae available at the door: $2 
for students; $3 general admission. For 
further information and tickets 
reservations please call 771-2273 or 
write to Ms. Feinman, Packer Hall.TSC s 
very own ORDHESIS DANCfc 
COMPANY welcomes your attendance 
to this exciting event. 

8:00 p.m., Multipurpose Room, Brower 
Student Center - A lecture on "The 
Naked Truth: Advertising's Image o 
Women" will be presented by nationally 
known media analyst Jean Kilbourne a 
Trenton State College on Ms. Kilbourne 
will demonstrate that although many o 
today's advertise-ments may seem 
harmless or funny by themselves, tney 
add up to a powerful form of cultura 
condtioning. The program, sponsors 
by College Union board, will begin at 
p.m. Ticketss for the presentation ar 
available at $1 for the general admissio 
and .50C with TSC ID. They may m 
purchased at the door or at the Stude 
Center Information Desk. For mo 
information please call the Colleg 
Union Board at 771-2467 or 2264. 

T uesday 
Nov. 17 

In the Rat: Jazz Night 

Swimming: Relay C arnival at Montclair 

HOT LINES & COUNSELING 
WTSR, 91.3 FM is presenting 
Community Se rvices Week, November 
16-20. Today tu ne in and listen to four 
interviews airing 10:05-1:05 on the 
various HOT LINES available. Starting 
at 2:05-5:05, the next four interviews on 
COUNSELING wi ll be presented. 

1:00-2:00 p.m. - Reserved for ENGLISH 
MAJORS: CO—OP CENTER OPEN 
HOUSE. Visit the Co-op Center 122 
Green Hall to discover the spring co-op 
job right for you. Dr. K. Williams will be 
available to help you and answer 
questions. 

7:30 p.m., Centennial Hall, Cinema 
Lounge - The Protestant Fellowship will 
hold its first meeting of the year. We 
welcome and encourage all interested 
students to attend this meeting of 
planning and fellowship. 

The Protestant Fellowship invites you to 
join with us for worship Bible study, 
fellowship every Tuesday, 12:30 - 100 
p.m. in the Chapel. 

I 7:30 p.m., Alumni Chapel - Chi Alpha 
Christian Fell owship meets for a good 
time of worship and fellowship. All 
welcome. 

Wed. 
Nov. 18 
the Rat: Irish Bill Briggs 

TSC STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 
& TSC ADMINISTRATORS 

n our third day of Community Services 
Week tune in at 10:05-1:05 and hear 
Toli pT interviewing information on 
JSC STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS. t^a^;05"5'05 hear information on 
TSC ADMINIS—TRATORS. 

LOO-11:00 a.m. - Especially for MUSIC 
MAJORS: CO-OP CENTER OPEN 
"OUSE - Visit the Co-op Center 122 

9en Hall to discover the spring co-op 
jot) right for yo u. Mr. D. Williamson will 
e available t o help you and answer 

Questions. 

L0.3?;!2:00 (noon) - Attention ART 
XS: CO-OP CENTER OPEN 
Gr« u" Visit the C°-°P Centeer 122 
inh ^a",0 discover the spring co-op 
•u.,nR 1 f°r y°U- Ms . M. Taylor will be 

• able to help you and answer 
Questions. 

P-m- - POLITICAL SCIENCE 
Hniicc CO~OP CENTER OPOEN 
GrsI u Visit the C°-°P Center 122 
Lh n [fs'i to discover the spring co-op 
SvalioKi ,0r y0U' Dr' S" Koch wiM be  
c' , t° help you andd answer 
Questions. 

KAjnoc ? m' " PSYCHOLOGY 
-£NTPRnDtrTENTI0N CO-OP 
>0 CentoM of ^ H0USE ~ Visit the Co-
Prinn ®reen Hall to discover the 
fatPrm 0p 'ob right for you. Dr. 

ptermar, will be available to help you 
p 3 answer questions. 

1:00-3:00 p.m. - COMPUTER 
SCIENCE/MATH MAJORS: CO—OP 
CENTER OPEN HOUSE — Visit the Co
op Center 122 Green Hall to discover the 
spring co-op job right for you. Dr. Lee 
will be available to help you and answer 
questions. 

1:40-3:00, Women's Center, Green Hall 
Basement, Rm. 3 - Sylvia O'Neill (psych, 
dept.) will be giving a "Decision-Making 
Workshop". All are welcome. JOIN US! 

2:00 p.m., Kendall Hall Small Auditorium 
- Four major New Jersey department 
stores will be represented in a free 
workshop to be given at Trenton State 
College. Retailers from Bamberger's, 
Gimbel's, Dunham's and Hahne's will be 
panelists in the workshop, which is 
sponsored by the college's School of 
Business and coordinated by Assistant 
Profesor of Bussiness, Franklin J. Axe. 
The program will be held in the small 
auditorium of Kendall Hall. The 
workshop entitled "Retailing Today" is 
open to the public. For further 
informaiton about the free workshop on 
Nvember 18, contact Dr. Axe at (609) 
771-2176 or the TSC School of Business 
at (609) 771-2565. 

3:00 p.m., Crowell, Rm. 103 - The 
OUTING CLUB is delighted to present 
Dr. Karr, from the Office of Woman 
Affairs here at TSC. Dr. Karr will share 
her slides and lecture on her 
experiences in ice climbing and western 
mountaineering. All are invited to attend 
this spectacular presentation. 

3:00 p.m., Cromwell Main Lounge -
Residence Hall Association (RHA) 
meeting - Here's a chance to find out 
what's going on in Residence Life. Come 
and voice your opinions—THEY WILL 
BE HEARD!!! 

3:15 p.m., Bliss Hall, Rm. 129 - Mr. Paul 
Podesla, career counseling specialist, 
from Hughes and Podesla Associates, 
will speak on career planning, 
interviewing techniques, resume 
preparation, and how to begin the job 
search. Refreshments will be served. 

3:15 p.m., Education Building, Rm. 204 -
SKI CLUB meeting. Topics sill be ski 
racing team, day trip informaiton and ski 
week trip information. Take advantage 
of group rates. Everyone welcome. 

5:30 p.m.. Bede House-492 Ewingville 
Rd. - Community meal sponsored by the 
Catholic Campus Ministry. Home 
cooked food! Everyone welcome. 

WOMEN'S CENTER weekly meetings 
are held every Wednesday at 3:00 in 
Green Hall Bsement Rm. 3. We welcome 
new faces and new ideas. Come Join Us! 

6:30-8:30, Allen House Lounge -Come, 
Make New Friends, Meet New People 
and Hava a Good Time at the Hillel 
(Jewish Student Organization) Pizza 
Party!!! 

7:30-9:00 p.m., Bede House -
Community sharing sponsored by the 
Catholic Campus Ministry. The topic for 
this semester is human sexuality. For 
more information please call 882-7562. 

7:45 p.m., Student Center, Rm. 210 -
ACCOUNTING CLUB meeting. 
Professor P. K. Vasudevan will be 
speaking on "Practice of Management 
Accountig in Industry". 

Thursday 
Nov. 19 

Pennington Players Performance 

What is Religion? - Roy Clouser at 12:15 
in the Library rm. 220 

in the Rat: Comedy Show 

HEALTH — MENTAL & PHYSICAL 
Today hear intereesting interviews on 
both mental and physical health. 
MENTAL HEALTH runs 10:05-1:05 and 
PHYSICAL HEALTH runs 2:05-5:05. 

8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m., Education Building 
Lobby - The MATH CLUB will be having 
a bake sale all day. Come support the 
club by buying a donut, a baked good, or 
a cup of coffee, hot chocolate, or tea. 

11:00 a.m.-12:00 p.m. - Designed for 
MEDIA COMMUNICATION SCIENCE 
MAJORS: Visit the Co-op Center 122 
Green Hall to discover the spring co-op 
job right for you. Dr. F. Romano will 
available to help you and answer 
questions. 

2:00-3:00 p.m. - SPEECH PATH
OLOGY AND AUDIOLOGY MAJORS: 
Visit the Co-op Center 122 Green Hall to 
discover the spring co-op job right for 
you. Dr. Jones will ba available to help 
you and answer questions. 

3:00-4:00 p.m. - Take note SPEECH 
COMMUNICATION AND THEATRE 
MAJORS: Visit the Co-op Center 122 
Green Hall to discoverthe sspring co-op 
job right for you. Mr. J. McCullough will 
be available to help you and answer 
questions. 

7:30 p.m., Campus Chapel - Trenton 
Evangelical Fellowship, a time of 
singing, sharing, teaching and 
worshipping the Lord Jesus Christ. All 
welcome! 

7:30 p.m., Bede House - The Gay Union 
of Trenton State will sponser an evening 
of discussion with Jay Rosner, Legal 
Services Advisor, on "The Law and 
Gays". All are invited to attend!! 

8:00 p.m., Kendall Hall Theater 

Danc?'come„ Tre"o0" 'Slale Modern 

admission. Tcketss on sffe a 

Support the S'""M Ce""* 

Friday 
Nov. 20 

Deadline for new club requests for 
budgets to SFB 

Pennington Players Performance 

YOUTH 
The last day of Community Services 
Week entails all eight iterviews on the 
YOUTH. Please tune in and get any 
questions you may have answered. 

8:30-10:00 - INDUSTRIAL ARTS 
MAJORS: CO—OP OPEN HOUSE 
especxially for you. Visit 122 Green Hall 
to find the spring co-op job rightforyou. 
Dr. H. Hess will be available to help you 
and answer questions. 

12:00 1:00 - ENGLISH MAJORS: Visit 
the CO—OP CENTER OPEN HOUSE 
122 Green Hall to discuss spring co-op 
job opportunities with Dr. K. Williams. 

1:30-3:30 p.m. - ECONOMICS MAJORS' 
Visit the CO-OP CENTER 122 Green 
Hall to discuss spring co-op 
opportunities with Dr. Hinck. 

8:00 p.m., Kendall Hall Theater -
Orchesis the Trenton State Modern 
Dance Company Repertory Concert 
$2.00 with TSC ID, $3.00 general 
admission. Tcketss on sale at 
information dask in the Student Center. 
Support the Arts! 

Saturday 
Nov. 21 
CUB Flicks: Breaker Morant 

Pennington Players Performance 

In the Rat: Transphibian Party 

Sunday 
Nov. 22 

CUB Flicks: Breaker Morant 

Pennington Players Performance 

12:30 p.m., Cromwell Main Lounge -
Communal celebration of the Eucharist 
(Catholic Masss). All are welcomed. 

7:00 p.m., Chapel - Communal 
celebration of the Eucharist (Catholic 
Mass). All are welcomed. 

Monday 
Nov. 23 

In the Rat: Flick - Breaking Point 

4:00 to5:00 p.m., Holman Hall, Rm. 126-
The Pre-Law Society will meet. A guest 
speaker will be present to answer any 
questions you may have concerning 
Law School. Please attend. New 
members welcomed. Funded by SFB. 

7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. - If you are a TSC 
student or faculty woman who plays a 
musical instrument, sings or writes 
poetry, the women's center cordially 
invites you to participate in a coffee 
house at the Women's Center, Green 
Hall basement room 3. Everyone is 
welcomed. For more information please 
call 771-2120. 

7:30 p.m., Alumni Chapel - The Council 
of Campus Ministers invites all members 
of the college community to participate 
in an INTERFAITH THANKSGIVING 
SERVICE. 

3:30-4:30, Student Center Rm. 212 • 
be ® meetin3 of the Trenton 

State College Republicans. All students 
are cordially invited. So come out and 
make a difference in America. 

JUST A THOUGHT: If 1984 is not 
coming then what is propaganda doing 
on T.V. 
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Poetry corner 
But you didn't. 

Remember you loaned me your car and I dented 
the fender? I thought you'd kill me, ( I 

f T L\ 
Remember the time I spilled Coke on your new 
I- ri 
rug? I thought you'd yell at me 

Remember the time 1 forgot to tell you the dance 
. , ^ f I I V# / 

was formal and you came in jeans? 1 thought > 

you'd hate me, 

^ Remember the countless times you'd try to be 
I f /  

— /f /\V \ 

serious and I'd giggle? I thought you'd leave me , 

~  i /~ is  //  \  \ / i r  
Remember all the times I'd flirt with other 

^ y - it \ vi i / 

guys to get you jealous and you didn't? I'd 
' / x / _ j / 

thought you'd drop me, 

~ /// _ _ _ 
There were plenty of things you did to put 

^ # / / /  /  I  j 
S A up with me and there were as many things I 

' O. /{t/ / ' li wanted to tell you when you came from // 
t / m * ' - -**-

Met nam, 

/ But you didn't. 

But you didn't. 

But you didn't. 

But you didn't. 

But you didn't. 

But you didn't, > 

B^ Suzanne Scharf Third place winner The Signal poetry contest 
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The alky route to an early death 
BY SHERI MAGUIRE 

When Ann was in high school, she 
would drink a Slurpy cup of straight 
whiskey before class in the morning. 

Now she's a student at Tronton State 
College and she's an alcoholic. She's 
24--rather young to be an alcoholic~but 
she started young, and she may be part 
of a trend. 

John Coney, author of the book, 
"Exploring the Known and Unknown 
Factors in Rates of Alcoholism Among 
Women," wrote, "Alcoholic women are 
usually found between the ages of 35 
and 55 years of age. Throughout the 
last decade women are starting to drink 
at a much younger age, so this number 
has lowered." 

"I started drinking in the seventh 
grade," Ann (a fictious name) said. 

"A lot of kids start experimenting with 
alcohol at a young age. I thought that my 
drinking was normal." 

"During the seventh and the eighth 
grade it wasn't evident that I had a 
drinking problem. I was always 
outgoing, and everyone liked me. When 
I started high school I began bringing 
booze to school with me. I would drink a 
7-11 Slurpy cup full of straight whiskey 
at 7:30 in the morning. My friends drank 
after school, but I was always the one to 
suggest it." 

There is a pattern of destruction seen 
throughout an alcoholic's life. For some 
it may be the loss of a job, family, 
relationships with others, or even their 
own lives. 

"My first week of my senior year in 
high school I was kicked out," Ann said. 
Coaches and faculty told her she might 
have a dr inking problem, she said, but 
"when I was confronted with this, I 
became very defensive. I told them all to 
mind their own business. I immediately 
went to another high school. I started 
drinking before, during, and after 
school. I usually drank beer, but now I 
started to drink hard liquor, too." 

Coney, the author, wrote that alcohol 
is a person's way of coping with stress. 
Alcoholism is considered by doctors to 
be the next highest killer after cancer 
and heart disease. Many people who 
drink are t rying to escape reality. 

"I met someone in high school that I 
love very much," Ann said. "Through my 
drinking, and my violent, insensitive 
behavior I lost that person. 

"At this time I started college. I was 
living alone, and I drank all the time. Of 
course I saw my drinking getting worse, 
but I didn't stop. I managed to get all C's 
my first year in college. I stayed drunk all 
the time." 

Alcoholics Anonymous could have 
helped Ann, but she first had to admit 
that she was an alcoholic. 

"I received a letter in the mail from 
Alcoholics Anonymous," Ann said. "I 
didn't know who sent me the letter. I 
didn't realize my drinking problem was 
that obvious. I read it, and I did admit 
that I was an alcoholic. I threw the letter 
away. 

"I told myself that I was a strong 
person. I told myself that I could stop 
drinking on my own. Bullshit. 

"This is when my problems started. I 
had several bad car accidents as a result 
of my drinking. I am surprised that I 
never got arrested for drunken driving. 

"I started drinking from noon until the 
bars closed. I started fights, and I broke 
bar glasses. I think the only thing that 
kept me out of jail is that people liked me 
when I was sober. I swore to myself and 
to others I'd only have a few, but once I 
started I couldn't stop." 

Many alcoholics can go a few days, 
maybe even a week, without a drink, but 
once they start, they can't stop a binge, 
many people think of alcoholism as a 
bad habit. Many physicians and 
psychiatrists see alcoholism as a 
progressive disease. The disease 
doesn't get better without help, it gets 
worse. 

"I have watched it grow throughout 
the last 12 years," Ann said. "The thing 
that bothers me is that I'm aware of my 
problem, but I still haven't stopped 
drinking. 

"I put myself in the hospital. I was 
becoming extremely sick all the time. At 
this point I was really scared. My 
psychiatrist told me my alcoholism was 
so bad that I could kill someone, and I 
wouldn't remember the next day. Can 
you imagine that? 

"I still kept on drinking when I 
released myself from the hospital. I 
became a loner. I remained very aloof 
from people and family. Of course, I 
liked it that way because I could drink to 
oblivion," Smith said. 

The physical aspects of alcoholism 
have various different withdrawal 
symptoms, such as delirium tremens 
(dt's), which can cause hallucinations, 
and advanced conditions called "wet 
brain" which destroys the alcoholic's 
nervous system. 

"One time I went to a veterans hospital 
in North Jersey with an A.A. group," Ann 
recalled. 

"The hospital is only for men. I saw 
hundreds of men who were 'wet brains.' 
Their bodies shook from head to toe. I 
asked one man if he knew what was 
going on around him. He said, 'I can see, 
hear, and speak. I just can't control my 
body." 

Dr. Marvin Block, chairman of the 
American Medical Association 
committee on alcoholism said, "Women 
are alcoholic in a ratio to men one to 
one. Reports of a three-to-one ratio in 
favor of men stem from families 
shieldi ng women more then they do men 
from the stigma of alcoholism." 

"I was surprised to see so many 
women in A.A. and the hospital," Ann 
said. "Most of them were much older 
than I am. They couldn't believe that I 
was an alcoholic. They said I was such a 
nice young girl. I told them they didn't 
see me when I was drinking. A lot of 
people think alcoholics are skid row 
men and women in their sixties and 
seventies. There are a lot of men and 
women my age and younger who are 
alcoholics. 

"I feel it is impossible for me to stop 
drinking on my own. One of the hardest 
things to do is to give up your close 

friends who do still drink. A recovering 
alcoholic has to be among other 
recovering alcoholics to stay sober." 

A study of non-alcoholics were quick 
to admit to a hangover. The alcoholics 
didn't like admitting it because it drew 
attention to their drinking problem. 

"I always ask myself how many times 
I'm gonna wake up with my head in the 
bowl?" Ann said. "My family and friends 
began wondering why I was always sick. 
I am an alcoholic, and as long as I 
continue to drink I will continue to get 
sick." 

"I think a lot of people drink because 
they are bored. There is a saying in A.A., 
'Never be alone, hungry, angry, or tired, 
because these are the times when an 
alcoholic will pick up a drink.' School 
does help to keep me busy, but I am still 
drinking. 

"I do want to stop drinking. Alcohol is 
killing me." 

* SKI CLUB MEETING 
Wed., Nov. 18th 3:15 
Education Building 204 

Topics * 
Ski Racing Team ^ 
this semester's Day 
week trip information 

Stop by and see 
what group skiing can offer you 

funded by SAF 

STEAKS 
^ TACOS 
Special This Week 

One free Munchle T-shirt 
with any $10 order. 

Available also at 
the store for $3. 

883-3282 
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ENROLL IN AMERICA'S 
LARGEST MANAGEMENT 
TRAINING PROGRAM. 

WTSR 9L3 in celebrates 
Cbmmunity Services Week 
"40 interviews 
with people who care about you" 
November 16-20 

Atod between the hous cf JO am. and 6 pun. 
cftracfy fciwbB the newscast on the hour. 

Fhrty with WTSR on Fri and Sat. 
November 20- 21 

at Bother's nightclub. 

WTSR and Bothers 

P R E R E G I S T E R  

NOW FOR SPRING 
SEMESTER ! 
Classes Offered in: 
MAP READING & 
APPLIED 
LEADERSHIP 
P r e r e g i s t e r  a t  
HOLMAN HALL Rm 
204 Mon. & Wed. 
9:25-10:25 a.m. 
9th-20th Nov. or call: 
Cpt Bob Greene 896-
5088/5098 

BE ALL 
THAT YOU 
CAN BE ! 

The Signal needs you! 

"5 

Do you have Ratalent or 
want to get involved ? 

• I am interested in • I am interested in' 
Ratalent Night! joining the Rat Committee 

Name 

Address (on/off campus) 

Phone # 

Home Address & Phone # 

Date of Birth 

Talent 

Approx. Performance Time 

Name of Act 

Fill out and return to CXJB office 

Becoming an officer in 
today's Army —which also 
includes the Army Reserve 
and Army National Guard — 
requires getting the right 
kind of management and 
leadership training. 

What's the best way to 
get it? By enrolling in 
America's largest manage
ment training program-
Army ROTC. 

In the Army ROTC 
4-year program, you'll 
acquire discipline of 
mind and spirit, and the 
ability to perform under 
pressure. We call it learning 
what it takes to lead. 

It'll pay off, too. First, 
during your last two years of 
college, when you'll start 
receiving up to $l,000-a year. 

And, most of all, on 
graduation day, when you 
receive a commission along 
with a college degree. 
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Joe Ellis: uncle, activist, , award winner 
BY NANCY FREIBER 

He is not the sort of man you might 
expect to be interested in civil rights, or 
in women's rights, or in the rights of the 
handicapped. 

Balding, middle-aged, and 
conservatively dressed, he looks like the 
typical well-educated, white, 
middleclass man. He might be your 
minister, or your next-door neighbor, or 
even your long-lost uncle. But 
underneath that Middle American look 
is an unusual human being, a man 
dedicated to helping all kinds of people, 
especially students. 

Such a man is Joseph Ellis, known to 
friends and colleagues as Joe, associate 
professor of history, and recipient of this 
year's Dean of Students Recognition 
Award. 

The award, according to Dr. Jere 
Paddick, dean of student development 
services, is given to " the member of the 
campus community who has 
contributed most to the service of 
students." Paddick said that Ellis got the 
award this y ear because he was one of 
the people most "consistently involved" 
in serving students. Paddick chose Ellis 
because of his work with student 
teachers, Black History Month, 
returning students, The Women's 
Center, and his interest in the problems 
of handicapped students. 

"Here was a person involved in almost 
every educational program," Paddick 
said. "He is very concerned about 
students in class and out of class." 

Ellis is an energetic man of 50. He 
speaks quickly and excitedly, and often 
interrupts, invariably to talk to a student. 
When asked if he has always been so 
involved with students, Ellis looks 
thoughtful and nods his head. "I started 
teaching junior high in 1958 in Cherry 
Hill," he said. "I was an advisor to the 
class, org anized dances, you name it. 
Then in 1965 I started teaching here and 
I became involved with the students 
here." 

"The one thing I can do well is work 
with students," he said. "Some 
professors do other things well. My forte 
is working with students." 

And work with students he does, 
constantly. If you see Ellis, you usually 
see a student with him, after class, in the 
hall, or in his office. Karl F. Broderix, a 
history major who is a German 
exchange student, says "some 
professors go home after their classes, 
but Mr. Ellis stays all day. He's always 
around to t alk to you." 

The w ork that Ellis continually does 
with students is observing and advising 
student t eachers. "Over the years I've 
observed about 400 students in around 
200 schools," he said. 

Ellis is always hoppng in his car and 
driving to observe a student teacher. He 
is now observing student teachers in 
Trenton, Medford and Lawrence 
Township. "In the past I've gone as far 
north as Basking Ridqe and as far south 

as Elmer," he said. Both towns are over 
an hour away. 

Ellis's interest in black history goes 
back a long way, maybe even to his 
boyhood in South Philadelphia. "I had a 
very fine mother who was non-
prejudiced," he said. "And when I was in 
the Navy I met different types of people 
that interested me." Ellis frowned." And I 
saw many sad indicies of prejudice," he 
said. 

Ellis discovered many important black 
figures while teaching American history 
and American revolutionary history. He 
nows teaches a black history course. 
"One does not pretend to have the same 
feelings of the group, but I can still teach 
it," he said. His students say he teaches 
it dynamically. 

Last year, during Black History 
Month, Ellis presented a paper on 
Sojourner Truth, an American 
abolitionist. This Feb. he plans to speak 
on Booker T. Washington and William 
DuBois. Ellis enjoys being able to 
interact with black students. "I feel that 
black students are comfortable talking 
to me. I have a good rapport with them," 
he said. 

Ellis is also interested in the problems 
of handicapped students. During 
National Handicapped Week he gave a 
talk on handicapped people who made 
important contributions to American 
history. Ellis said he is appalled by the 
lack of facilities for handicapped 
students in many buildings on campus. 
"I can't believe we haven't been taken to 
court," he said. 

Eilis also sympathizes with older and 
returning students on campus. "Older 
students are so dedicated," he said 
"They're really trying to work hard and 
earn that degree. It's a sheer joy to teach 
them." 

Ellis says he is particularly impressed 
by older women students with families 
coming back to school. He says he has 
found their biggest obstacle to be non-
supportive spouses. "I try to counteract 
that," he said, "I try to build up their self-
esteem so they don't need to rely on 
someone else's support." 

It is Ellis's concern for women that led 
him to volunteer at The Women's 
Center. "I'm married and have four 
daughters," he said. "Females are nice 
people, I like women, so I thought why 
not get involved in The Women's Center 
which helps women?" Ellis is on the 
advisory board and the speaker's 
bureau at The Women's Center. 

"When I took over this office, Joe was 
one of the first people to come over and 
say he was very interested in the center," 
Dr. Susan Karr, director of the Office for 
Women, said. "Ellis is like a clipping 
service," she said. "He brings 
newspapers and articles to our 
attention. He's also generally 
supportive and always around to ask 
advice of." Karr expects Ellis to speak 
on "Women in Revolutionary America" 
in the near future at The Women's 
Center. 

Staff photo by Jerry Millevoi 
Joseph Ellis, associate professor of history, recipient of this year's Dean of Students 
Recognition Award. Ellis is consistently involved serving students as shown here with Jon 
Zepp, industrial engineering and technology major. 

Ellis said he doesn't always agree with 
the political and social issues at The 
Women's Center, but doesn't feel this is 
a problem. "The Women's Center is for 
all issues about women," he said. He 
feels that a difference of opinion 
shouldn't keep anyone away from the 
center. 

Ellis is also on the Pro-Life advisory 
board, but says he has "mixed views 
about abortion. I am not out to change 
other people's opinions," he said, 
adding that this may surprise some 
people. 

"Mr. Ellis is kind of an enigma," Marcia 
LeRoy, a senior English major said, "He 
is very liberal in some ways and very 
conservative in others." She added that 
this is "part of what makes him so 
interesting, that you never know what to 
expect from him." 

In response to being viewed as an 
enigma, Ellis said, "I don't like to be 
labelled liberal or conservative. I treat 

each issue separately. For intance, I'm 
strongly in favor of the death penalty, 
but I'm also in favor of melting down 
every gun in this country. Students say 
'How can you be for the death penalty 
and for gun control?' I say, 'Why not?' I 
can have a mixed bag on anything," he 
added. "If people want to label me, that's 
their problem." 

Ellis said his favorite quotation is from 
"Letters To A Black Boy," by Bob 
Teague, a black newscaster who wrote, 
"Do what you have to do, but let no man 
sell you his battle cry. Let it be your 
decision." This is the message that Ellis 
tries to convey to his students. 

When asked why he works so hard for 
students, Ellis said that he really enjoys 
helping them, and it makes him feel 
good. "And that's the pay off," he said, 
looking affectionately at the award 
plaque on his desk. "That's the payoff." 

THE ROBBINS PHARMACY 
COUNTRY 

CRICKET 
iTloKt cue of 
iiour bayptj 

cia qf>. itVi cur beautiful. 

W-OLSY.YU'U K Oardi 

f t ' i t .  C ' i f t u Y X U . .  .  

6YOCJC SlftA, Of Cwnoup dZ (.jtjnZ 

2108 Pennington Road 

Confidential 
Service 

women s 
medical center 

birth free outpatient 
control early detection abortion 

counseling pregnancy testing facility 

(215) 265-1880 
20 minutes from Philadelphia 

DeKALB PIKE AND BORO LINE ROAD 
KING OF PRUSSIA, PA 19406 

In IHJ phone 609-338-0217 
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Literature: man's moral import 
BY RITA TOWN END 

Dr. William Birnes, assistant professor 
of English, gave the Last Lecture of His 
Life last Tuesday night at Brewster 
House. His lecture centered on the 
importance of Literature in Life, asking, 
"For how many of you is literatures vital, 
central meaning of life?" 

After some spontaneous talk on his 
college days at New York University, 

Birnes said, that the "one point that has 
any meaning at first and last is 
literature." 

Literature is "man's moral import," he 
said. 

Students should study literature 
because "liking literature makes you a 
better person," he said. One can learn 
from the great writers such as 
Shakespeare and Chaucer. 

EARN $25 - $30 
each week for 3 hours of your time! 

JOIN OUR PLASMA 
PROGRAM NOW! 

% 

Call 585-8600 for additional details 

SOMERSET 
LABORATORIES, INC. 

941 White Horse Mercer ville Road " Su ite 3 

Crest wood Professional Building 
Trenton, New Jersey 

Monday-Friday 9 a.m.-5 p.m. 
Monday night til 7 p.m. 

"One can become part of a piece" and 
truly say that learning a lesson on life 
was relayed. 

Birnes' believes that truth, getting 
better, and getting smarter are three 
goals that college students should seek 
to fulfill. Hard work is needed if the 
above three points are to be achieved. 

"Most of you aren't doing work to your 
potential," he said. 

He quoted a l ine from the film, "The 
Seven Faces of Dr. Lao," where Tony 
Randall, a fortuneteller, said, "You have 
lived, you were born—but when you die-
it will be as if you never lived." 

Birnes said such a powerful thought 
should be a challenge for everyone to 
make a mark in life, and really live to 
their utmost. One should be able to say, 
"I want the world to be changed by the 
fact I've lived in it. I've made it better." 

Birnes also spoke of holding a vision. 
A vision is "a time to withdraw and 
capture the focal point of your life. A 
vision is an informing central meaning," 
he said. 

We all held a vision, but that at one 
time an "incompetent, underworking, 
unchallenging educational system 
processed that vision out of you," he 
said. It's vital that students "toughen 
their spirits through the mind—exercise 

the brains," then perhaps a vision will 
return that would encourage one to 
make dreams a reality. Once spirits are 
toughened, then confidence or self-
reliance can take control. 

"The secret of life," he said, "is that 
you can get anything you want within 
the laws of physics providing it is what 
you want." 

Ater the lecture, several students were 
asked to comment on what had'been 
discussed. 

Art Zander, Lakeside assistant area 
director, said, "Literature makes me 
think. There was an exchange of good 
ideas presented and a 'vision' should try 
to be discovered along with any 
relations to it." 

Roy Sievewright, Brewster House 
community advisor, said, "It was 
interesting, but the literary tangents 
were hard to follow. He reminded me 
that I could learn anything—and that I 
could strive more as a Trenton State 
College student." 
Also commenting was Lisa t-uico, a 

Brewster resident, who said, "He posed 
a lot of insight about thinking for one's 
own personal welfare. He made me 
angry which made me realize I was 
learning and thinking." 

Peter S. Oliphant 
1071 South Clinton Avenue, 
Trenton, New Jersey 08611 

(609)392-2949 

TYPING 

ABORTION 
SERVICES 

vSiiF 
QBTER 

9600 Roosevelt Blvd. Suit# X0 
Philadelphia. Pa. 19115 

•Free Pregnancy 
Te*ting 

•Free Counseling 

•Complete 
Gynecological 
Care 

•State Licensed 
Board Certified 
Gynecologists 

•State Licensed 
Facility 

HOURS 
MON. - THURS. 

9:00 - 8 :00 

FRIDAY 
9d»-5:00 

SATURDAY 
8:00 - 3 .00 

INSURANCE 
PLANS 

ACCEPTED 
IMMEDIATE 

APPOINTMENTS 
AVAILABLE 

215-464-2225 
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Sex i s  between your not your legs 
BY ZEENA PLISKA 

How many of these true or false 
questions on sexual physiology and 
functioning can you answer correctly? 
—Women ejaculate as men do. 
—The size of a man's penis can 
bejudged by the size of his hands or his 
feet. 
—A large penis of great importance to a 
woman's sexual gratification. 
—The man with a large penis is more 
sexually potent than a man with a small 
penis. 
—Blacks have a greater sex drive than 
whites. 
—Alcohol is a sexual stimulant. 
—Marijuana is an aphrodisiac. 

According to Dr. Gwendolyn Goldsby 
Grant, certified sex counselor, 
psychologist, educator, theologian, 
lecturer, and writer, all of the statements 
are false. 

"We need to rid ourselves of all this 
misinformation and in fact, no 
information," Grant said Wednesday, in 
"Our Sex-Ourselves," the second of a 
three-part series on human sexuality. 

"In our country we have a 'getting it 
on' type of attitude," she said. "We live in 
a very performance-oriented society." 

BY WANDA C. AREER 

Ed, an average undergraduate, 
uncovered what may be a devious plot to 
lure naive students into Green Hall by 
promising them fantasy fulfillment. Last 
week Ed disguised himself as a typical 
undergraduate and set off for 122 Green 
Hall. 

Ed opened the door of room 122 
slowly. He had to muster all his courage, 
knowing he had a service to perform for 
mankind. The light radiating from within 
blinded him. He stepped inside the 
refuge, shaking and sweating. 

Ed was promptly greeted by a smiling 
face. 

"I demand a job for spring semesterl A 
job where I can gain on the job 
experience, credits, and a salary," Ed 

"There's more to sex than coitus," 
Grant stressed, "there is no way to 
separate the self from sex; they are 
interchangeable." 

The most common form of role 
assignment is gender. You are identified 
as a sexual being even before you are 
identified racially. This is sex role 
stereotyping, she said. In every country 
the women are given secondary status. 

"Stereotyping is bad because it limits 
self-esteem and aspiration," she said. 

"The whole belief system about our 
sexuality is based on the passivity of the 
female and the activity of the male," she 
said. We are socialized into these 
patterns from the beginning of our lives. 
This is reflected in the toys we receive as 
children. Girls get dolls and boys get 
trucks and guns. 

"We find that from the very beginning, 
the part of our anatomical structure that 
defines who we are, our genitalia, are 
given funny names," she said. 

The audience offered names such as 
"Susie," "candy," "peaches," and "fe-
fe" for the female genitalia and 
"George", "birdie", "pecker", "whistle", 
and "Peter", for the male genitalia. 

Grant said these names change to 
pornographic descriptions. There are 
many more female pornographic 
descriptions than male. 

Co-oping 
shouted forcefully, "...just like it says on 
your posters and is listed in The Signal." 

"Well, you've come to the right place," 
answered the smiling face. "Welcome to 
the Cooperative Education Center (Co
op)." 

"And if you don't have jobs available," 
Ed continued, "I'm prepared to sue for 
false advertising!" 

"If you'll just sign up for a resume 
seminar," was the reply. "Right over...." 

"I knew it!" countered Ed. "Aha...there 
had to be a catch! Nothing on this 
campus is ever easy!" 

"It's really not difficult. You can attend 

Our society is suffering from sexual 
stereotyping. One of the things we have 
learned about human sexuality is that all 
of us are androgynous, having some 
qualities of both sexes, she said. In the 
"normal" person, one or the other sex 
dominates and you begin to look male or 
female. 

She explained that the male has XY 
chromosomes and the female has XX 
chromosomes. The male determines the 
sex of the baby because he carries the Y 
chromosome. The first six weeks after 
conception, the embryo is neither male 
nor female. Developing at once are both 
duct systems for both male and female. 
At the sixth week of gestation, you 
become male or female. Scientists say 
that female is the primal sex, she said. 

Freudian theory said that women have 
"penis envy" and women are simply 
imcomplete men. She said, these 
theories originated from ancient and 
religious theories. 

We have beliefs about touching our 
bodies, masturbation. The audience 
agreed that they were told never to 
masturbate. They said they were told it 
was dirty and sinful. 

From the time we are infants until the 
time we die, human beings masturbate, 
she said. All infants masturbate, it is 
natural. 

any 75 minute seminar that is 
convenient for you. You'll be instructed 
on how to write a resume by presenting 
your specific experiences and abilities 
professionally. After that, you can meet 
with a counselor on an individual basis 
to finalize your resume and discuss 
other aspects of the job search." 

"Then what?" Ed asked sheepishly. 
"The Co-op staff will match your 

resume to job orders related to your 
qualifications for jobs in such firms as 
IBM, Hewlett-Packard, and many 
others." 

"IBM, Hewlett-Packard!" Are you 
serious? This all sounds too good to be 
true, said Ed. "Do I qualify to Co-op?" 

"Each department has specific 
requirements," he was informed. 

Nine times out of 10, when you retire 
at night, somewhere around your 
seventh move, your hand goes to your 
genitals. Your hand goes between your 
legs sometime before you go to sleep 
because it is natural behavior. When you 
touch your genitals, it tends to quiet 
you," she said. 

Girls tend to not share the fact that 
they masturbate while guys joke about it 
in the locker room, she said. 

Masturbation is now being used as a 
technique in sex therapy to teach 
women how to become orgasmic. 
"Women who find out, through 
masturbation, what their bodies can do, 
tend to be able to tell their partners and 
help them do what they want to do," she 
said. 

Grant showed an educational film 
entitled "Sharing Orgasms: Communi
cating Your Sexual Response." The film 
showed a nude couple teaching each 
other what they liked through mutual 
masturbation. 

After the film she stressed the 
importance of communicating with your 
partner. "You are communicating 
vourself to someone else." she said. 
She stressed the point, "sex is 

between your ears, not between your 
legs." 

plot 
"Basically, you must be fully 
matriculated, have completed at least 24 
credits and have a G.P.A. of 2.0 (higher 
for some majors)." 

"Where do I sign up?" Ed asked 
excitedly, accidently losing his disguise. 

"Right over here." 
Ed left the Co-op Center and suddenly 

realized he had not uncovered a devious 
plot. He had just begun the Co-op 
process. Where was the deceit? Was he 
dreaming? Could a Camelot actually 
exist on Trenton State College campus 
in 122 Green Hall? Or had Ed been 
brainwashed into believing he could 
gain valuable on-the-job experience 
while earning credits and a salary? Is Ed 
being tricked or will he finally find the 
answer to all of his dreams? 

CXJ /̂PUB 
Productions Presents 

1-

Wed. Nov. 18 

HAPPY HOUR 3-5 
Disco Night with Keith West 

9-12 pm 
Thurs - Fri - Sat 
Nov 19 - 20 - 21 

Dash Weaver 
Proper ID Required 

Funded by SAF 

CUB RATHSKELLER 
presents 

Tues., 
Nov. 17 JAZZ NIGHT 

ed., Nov. 18 BILL BRIGGS 

Thurs., Nov. 19 COMEDY SHOW 
Fri., Nov. 20 PAUL & KEITH 

Sat., Nov. 21 TBA 
Mon., Nov. 2 3 FLICK: Breaking Point 

Tues.,Nov.2H JAZZ 
Wed., Nov. 2 5" Sat., Nov. 2 8 

CLOSED 
Mon., Nov. 30 TOM GLEESON 

Funded By S AF 

2 ID Required 

Uncovering a devious 
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GUB FUCKS FfCSBMTSc 
"ONE OF THE YEAR'S BEST.' 
—Los Angeles Times, Charles Champlin 

—New York Daily News, Rex Reed 
° —Saturday Review, Judith Crist 

—National Review, John Simon 

A New World Quartet'Films Inc Release 

Nov. 21 & 22 
EB134 

Movie begins at 8 p.m. 

Admission: 50*- Student w/ TSCID 

$1.50- General Admission 
Funded by SAfl 

Week of 
- 11/16 0) 

Largest Night Club 
In Central New Jersey 

ROUTE 1 North Brunswick 249-3266 

1UES. Baby Blue 

WED. Holme 
Happy Hour 8-10 

1HURS. The Watch 

FRI. Magnum 

SAT. Magnum also 
RCA Recording Stars PollyrOCK 

SUN Kinderhook Happ8v1|),our 

The CUB Lecture 
presents 

Ms. Jean Kilbourne 

"The Naked Truth: Advertisings Image 
on Women" 

Student Center- Multipurpose room 
Thurs. Nov. 19 Tickets on sale at the cn( /.n 

8p.m. Student Center Information W/IU 
Funded by SAF Desk. $1 without 
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Find the cost of freedom 
BY PERCIVAL C. KEITH 

Well kiddies, this week it was 
discovered by this budding 
curmudgeson that Modern Society At 
Large has sunk to a new low. By chance I 
was listening to an AM radio station from 
New York, k nown primarily for its talk 
shows, and heard a most distressing 
piece of new s. 

The discussion centered around the 
topic of genetic engineering as seen 
through the eyes of two prominent 
biologists. This in itself was not 
particularly disconcerting, but later in 
the discussion, it was revealed that there 
is now a developing trend for parents, 
married or otherwise, to select the sex of 
their prospective offspring. 

They do not achieve this by any 
biological means, as was anticipated, 
but rather, by mechanical means. 
SELECTIVE ABO RTIONS. If the future 
parents decide that they want a boy for 
instance, there is a relatively new 
method wh ereby a photograph can be 
taken of the fetus to find out which sex it 
is, and if the parent's decide that it is not 
the preferred sex, an abortion is 
performed and they try again. 

This cold mechanical disregard for 
human life goes far beyond sane 
reasoning. It's tnoody murder! Cold, 
calculated, planned, and authorized 
murder! 

How this country, with all its rhetoric 
about the inalienable rights of man, 

Op inion 
freedom for all people, and the pursuit of 
Life, Liberty, and Happiness, can in any 
way condone this essentially wholesale 
slaughter, is beyond belief! Is life that 
cheap? Has our whole sense of right and 
wrong been totally obliterated? Have we 
become so vain and self centered that 
we are incapable of accepting even the 
most basic of disappointments and 
taking them in stride? Has our 
decadence become so complete? 

And now my dears it's time for the bad 
news. I have only thus far cited one 
example of our current degeneracy, a 
mere symtom of the greater malaise. 

This selective abortion madness is 
significant beyond its own parameters, 
in that it is indicative of rapid social 
decay. Over the past 20 years, our 
society has undergone a grand mal 
siesure of moral, political, and economic 
change. No slowly evolving cutural shift, 
no cautious social reformation, nothing 
so well thought out as that. Not for the 
New Improved, Super Laminated, 
Unlimited Mileage, Money Back 
Guarantee, Special Sauce Society 
created by Der Wunderkinderen. 

We have instead, a culture of 
convenience. A free form society where 
the immediate wants and needs of the 
individual, no matter how petty, are held 
to be sacrosanct. We have been lead to 

believe that in our vastly accelerated 
modern world, there is nought for which 
we should have to be responsible, 
except to have a good time. We have, 
over the years, come to believe that we 
can legislate away all our cares and 
woes, and as a result, government 
morons have blindly accepted a level of 
responsibiltiy which they cannot 
possibly hope to properly administer. 
And yet we continually call them to task 
for poorly perfomring a job we saddled 
them with in the first place. 

It is clearly evident that Life on this 
continent has suffered a devaluation 
much worse than the Almighty 
Greenback. One need only look at the 
current statistics for violent crimes to 
discover that the criminal element in 
society sees no viable deterrent 
preventing them from continuing said 
practices. And why not? They are almost 
assured a comparatively meager 
punishment for even the most heinous 
of crimes: murder. Samll wonder that 
capital punishment is seen to be of no 
value as a deterrent, when Life itself has 
been given a nominal price tag of about 
one hundred and fifty dollars....by law 
abiding citizens through the use of 
abortion. 

One can hardly expect criminals to 
appreciate the lives of others when the 
supposedly normal indigenous 
populace has little better regard for Life 
than they do. 

As it stands right now, this country is 
headed for Tube City. I can easily see 
the complete erosion of all social norms, 
which in turn will bring about chaos. 
Anarchy. The total abdication of 
anything resembling a social 
conscience. An Outlaw Society. And out 
of fear, if nothing else, we will probably 
create a police state to protect ourselves 
from ourselves. We are heading that way 
right now. And don't be fooled by the 
inane drivel proposed by ignorant, trend 
oriented liberals who wish to blame 
everything on the aovernment. 

We have no one to blame but 
ourselves. Not ironically, it is the liberal 
element of our society which has fought 
hardest to renege its responsibilities and 
actions by putting them on the 
shoulders of government. And they have 
brought this school of thought right into 
the bedroom. People no longer even 
have to accept any responsibility for 
their own sexual behavior. 

If you are, God forbid, inconvenienc
ed by the bummer of getting pregnant, 
"like wow, man, it's no sweat. Uncle 
Sam says, I don't have to have it if I don't 
want to. I mean, it's my body and all that, 
but jeez, why should I have to be 
responsible for it?' I mean, is it my fault 
that only women get pregnant? It's not 
fair, man! If men don't have to get 
pregnant, why should I? It'll probably be 
a boy anyhow. Bummer." 

DECIDING ON YOUR CAREER? 
If you have an inquiring mind, if you like to work with facts and figures • if you like to 
solve problems, make decisions, the INFORMATION PROFESSION could be for you! 

A Master of Science from the SCHOOL of LIBRARY and INFORMATION SCIENCE, Dreael 
University, will provide the skills needed to enter the fast-growing information field. 

COLLEGE GRADUATES FROM ALL 
DISCIPLINES - Liberal Arts, Science, 
Business, Engineering, etc. - a re need
ed to organize, manage, interpret and 
disseminate the tremendous volume 
of information now being produced 
Persons from specialized subject fields 
are needed to connect users of dif
ferent hinds of information with the 
specialized information they need 
More information has been printed, 
recorded, filmed and microfilmed in 
the past ten years than in all previous 
history The INFORMATION AGE has 
created an ERA of OPPORTUNITY 

JOBS FOR QUALIFIED PERSONS ARE 
AVAILABLE IN BUSINESS AND IN
DUSTRY, MEDICINE AND GOVERN
MENT. 
What kinds of jobs are available? 
Scientific Information Specialists* 
Librarians - School, Public, Special, 
Academic*Programmers/Analysts*ln-
formation Managers • Multi-Media 
Specialists* Researchers*lnformation 
Systems Designers • Technical 
Writers/Editors • Reference Specialists 
Information Entrepreneurs. What is 
the salary range? Average beginning 
salary $17,000. 

...CALL (215) 895-2474 
Programs offered 
full or part-time. 
Students atten
ding full-time can 
complete degree 
requirements in 
IS months. 

School of Library & Information Science 

DREXEL UNIVERSITY 
Philadelphia, PA 19104 

Please send information about the Master of Science program to: 

NAME COLLEGE ATTENDING. 

I 

| ADDRESS. 

I CITY 

QUESTIONS. 

.STATE .ZIP. 

Personals 
Billy, 

Thanks for being so patient while your face was 
going through the make-up session for the costume 
party. You looked cute ae a human baaaybee beart 
Did you hang up your ears for good? 

Rick, 
I guess you'll have to keep visiting... cause I still 

have your hatl I'm glad you stopped by before class 
yesterday. You're welcome any timel 

Cindy 
P.S. Tell Steff I said Hello 

Debs, 
I decided to change your nickname to Smurf, 

since you're doing a Smurf wall. We gave Billy the 
panda name cause he was my human baby bear 
(panda) for the costume party. 

Cin 

Kodiac Kid, 
Cute costume, but you should have worn your 

heart underwear if yo u were going to keep picking 
up your nlghtgownl Thanks for posing for a pic. 
Take care. 

Koala Kid 

To Russell S., 
I know you lied and you know you lied. Jim is no 

longer involved, so this fight is |ust between you and 
me, Babe. 

H 

Dear Kolala Kid and Panda Pal, 
Next time we decide to go to the Pub and play 

thumper let's make sure I don't end up getting a 
physical at the end of the evening from the good 
doctor. 

Signed 
The Kalaka Kid 

Panda Pal, 
Thanks for the brotherly act... Ya didn't have to 

stick up for me, but I'm real happy ya did. 
Thanks 

Kalaka Kid 
P.S. The Kolala Kid is giving ya a hug. 

Chris,-
I owe ya one date at the Pub complete with end of 

the evening specialities. The next one's on me. 
Love 

Di 
P.S. I'm real sorry. 

Di, Chris, Billy, Dave, Rick, Lenny,-
The party was great...esp. Thumper. You all had 

great costumes. 
Cindy 

P.S. Dave-next time (if there is one) you had better 
not turn into a beast! 
P.P.S. Rick & Lenny-if you had fun playing 

, Thumper, you shpuld visit more often! 
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Roving 
Photographer 
Do you think our space 
program should be 
continued? 

By Jerry MiUevoi & Bill Sulon 

JoeZuccarello-Music, 81 ..."Yea. What 
the hell. Its gotta be a good thing 
somewhere along the line." 

Lauren Frank-Adv. & Design, 84..."No. 
I think we have more problems (on 
Earth) that we should be spending our 
money on." 

Rick Calleja-Pol. Sci., 82..."Definately. 
There's enough space cadets on 
campus and they're all going to need 
jobs." 

Shelly Arzylowicz-Mech. Eng., 
85..."Yea, there might be people oul 
there." 

Thomas Faughnan-History 
teacher..."It would be desirable to 
continue the program. But where is the 
money going to come from? It's a 
question of what is most necessary." 

Sinkist 
Spring Break '82 

"ON THE BEACH" 
THE ONLYTRIP SPONSORED 

BY OVER 75COLLEGES 
Daytona Beach 
\irfare, hotel, car, parties, t-shirt, escort, all 
taxes & gratuities 

Only *299 ON BEACH 
(Complete Vacation Package) 

Ft. Lauderdale 
The 'College Vacation Capital' 
Airfare, 7 nights lodging(Tradewinds 

& Rltmore) Transfers, get acquainted cruise, 
party everynight- Free a dm. to Flanagans, all 
taxes & gratuities. Car optional- *30 per 
person per week unl. mileage & full ins. 

Only *329 ON BEACH 
(Complete Vacation Package) 

For information and brochures EA PA 
(toll-free) -1-800-962-9131 

NJ, NY, DEL, MD (toll-free) -
1-800-523-9503 or 215-866-1021 

TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY 
RRB's TRAVEL TURF, INC. 

in cooperation? with •* ... 

Carol Felix-Eng. Major..."Yes. I think 
we have always been a pioneering 
people. We need a place to go." 

BOOK NOW-SAVE *20 
Plus receive choice hotel and best rooms 

LIMITED SEATS THIS YEAR 

tl'M m Join • -

$ baribcfqcr/ 
fi and make this 

I'M C hristmas Season 
'M your Merriest!!! 

'/Ix you want to ploy Santa for your family this year, but \ 
> ^ ̂  you're afraid you'll leave some stockings bare9 ^ V 

v" •y ^ ' v 
i//. * Bamberger's at Quaker Bridge Mall may hold the H. 

answer for you. We have temporary positions available TjJ 
\r  /  , v .  f o r  t h e  h o l i d a y  s e a s o n  i n  m a n y  o f  o u r  d e p a r t m e n t s  % • )  * ,  
'•"i v <y; 

SALES POSITIONS are available in Jewelry,y ^ ' 
v-y* Menswear, toys, etc If you'd like, you can be a.>. 

t WAITER/WAITRESS in our lovely Carriage House » 
i \/nl ResftHiD3tt Or, why not work behind the scenes as a ^ 
X ^ STOCK PERSON and help us receive our merchandise 

V If you're creatively inclined, (Oin our GIFT WRAP J.,. > . 
DEPARTMENT. >/\vl 

•» • • * «. 
\ ,V ^. Positions are full time days part time days or part time t'i 

V evenings We have o schedule to suit your needs 

f, v) 
•yyj.Why not let Bamberger's help you play Santo this^iyt ^, 

v '  '  h o li d a y  s e a s o n ! !  t ' s ' j  '  

Apply in person to: J.s-i '• 

ritf' bambercjer/ 
QUAKER B RIDGE MA IL law renceville. H.I . 

* An equal opportunity employer MjF 
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Booters improve defense «f 
Page 23 

Staff photo by Jonathan Scharf 

Rich Keurajian dribbles the ball past a Steven's Tech defender in the Lion's 2-0 win. 

Intramural gridders pursue Cup 

continued from page 24 
When asked how he felt about the 

season as a whole, Coach Hindley 
replied, "it was a little up and down. We 
could've been more consistent. The 
defense improved, but the offense tailed 
off at the end." According to Hindley, 
inconsistency was a fac tor in the Lion's 
weaker played game s. 

The team has some impressive 
statistics. The Lions outshot their 
opponents 409-290. Trenton had 20 
assists and 40 goals to their opponents 9 
and 23, respectively. 

The individual statistics are also 
impressive, Sophomore Rich Keurajian 
had 12 goa ls and 1 assist. Following 
Keurajian were Scott Shirk, who had 5 
goals and 4 a ssists and Mike Nykolyn 
who had 4 goa ls and 3 assists. Goalies 
for the season were senior Dave 
Policastro and junior Wayne Ramsey. In 
12 games, Policastro had 94 shots 
against him, 42 saves, and 8 goals 
scored against him. Ramsey, in for 16 
games, had 196 acjanist him, 86 
saves, and 15 goal s against him. 

When asked if the team played like 
one and if the defense helped him out, 
Ramsey said, "The defense did okay, but 
the offense, which is part of the defense, 
is kind of weak. The coach took our 
talent, which wasn't much, and made it a 
team con cept instead of a (group of) 
individual efforts." 

Ramsey also said "a lot to do with our 

BY STEVE NICKLAS 

Participants of the Trenton State 
College flag football program 
sometimes exploit the opportunity as an 
outlet for fun or frustration, while 
determined others continue their 
pursuit of the coveted, yet elusive, 
Brower Cup. 

These skilled apprentices of the 
football trade, who may lack the size, 
speed, ambition, or academic eligibility 
demanded by a varsity collegiate 
program, exhibit exciting football 
regardless of th eir limitations. 

This year's 17-team quest for the 
Brower Cup is explained in the following 
"mad" type of preview. It's an analysis of 
the playoff teams from the same 
spectrum of thought used by the 
originators of the unique team 
nicknames. 

success was ourteam unity and a lot had 
to do with John Castaldo. He showed us 
what it is to win. He kept us through 
good and bad points of the games, also 
mental preparation. We're a young 
team. Freshman and sophomores that 
got experience this year should help us 
next year." 

There were seven seniors on the team 
Ken Degnan, Frank Metiever, Mike 
Nykolyn, Scott Shirk, Lou Urbano, Dave 
Policastro, and captain John Castaldo. 
Coach Hindley said that "Castaldo 
added more to this progaram than any 1 
person in my 8 years here." 

Captain John Castaldo said, "Coach 
Hindley and assistant coaches deserve a 
lot of credit because they put a lot of 
time and effort into it (the team). I know 
we don't have a lo t of skill and I'm sure 
they could coach Division I schools, too. 
Our goals were to win the conference 
and to win an NCAA bid. It's something I 
wanted for four years and I think the rest 
of the seniors wanted. It is something we 
got." 

Castaldo went on to say, "I think the 
biggest thing we learned was to have 
both attitude and skill. To be an avid 
soccer player you have to have one. I 
would rather have attitude because it 
can help you out in life and I think that is 
how the team feels. Everyone basically 
has good attitude." According to 
Castaldo, the games against Rider, 
Glassboro, and William Paterson were 
the biggest games. 

The following are A-league 
comparisons (both games to be played 
on Monday, Nov. 23 at 1:45 p.m.). 

-Gas House Gang vs. Sigma Phi 
Nothing, at Dean Field: Trenton State 
College's scrappy edition of baseball's 
St. Louis Cardinals of the 1930's against 
a fraternity of anti-traditionalists not 
listed in the Greek alphabet. 

-Special Services vs. Wads, at Packer 
Field: Mr. Roger's own personalized 
services against Johnny Long's 
followers-can you say, "Sure, it will be a 
tough game?" 

Awarded "byes" in the first round 
were the two teams with the best regular 
season records-Sultans, of swing or of 
swat, depending on the occasion; and 
the Pub, ardent supporters of the 
liberties of on-campus beer drinkers. 

The Sultans will face the winner of the 
Special Services-Wads game, and the 
Pub will play the winner of the Gas 
House Gang-Sigma Phi Nothing game. 

The two winners of these games will play 
to decide the A-league champion, 
although the loser of this final game will 
continue play in the semi-finals as the A-
league wildcard team. 

The following are first round B-league 
comparisons (beginning on Wednes
day, Nov. 18). 

-Fourth Floor vs. Wolfe Pack, 1:45 p.m. 
at Packer Field: It could become an 
animalistic battle on the fourth floor, so 
violent and gory that the elevator won't 
even stop there anymore. 

-Vamint Cong vs. Pit; 1:45 p.m. at 
Dean Field: Viet Nam indeed was "the 
pits," and these two remains of the 
gloomy period will stage their own war. 

-Arrows vs. Zeta Beta Tau, 2:45 p.m. 
Packer Field: ZBT will attempt a zealous, 
brutal try to protect their apples from 
William Tell's barage of ammunition. 

-Phi Epsilon Kappa vs. Chi Rho 
Sigma, 2:45 p.m. at Kean Field: This will 
be a battle of the brothers, who always 
fight with each other for the win. 

s Receiving byes in first round B-league 
action are: 

-Smutorcs: spelled forward or 
backwards, they spell trouble for their 
opposition. 

-Cellmates: Lurking in the shadows 
are these protegies of Frank Morris, the 
nortorious Birdman of Alcatraz, still 
longing to escape...with the cup, that is. 

The Smutorcs will face the winner of 
the fourth Floor-Wolfe Pack game, and 
the Cellmates will play the winner of the 
Vamint Cong-Pit game, both games at 
3:45 p.m. on Wednesday. The winners of 
the Arrows-ZBT and Phi Ep K-Chi Ro 
Sigma games will resume play on 
Thursday, the day when the B-league 
champ will be decided. 

On Tuesday, Nov. 24, the Brower Cup 
champion will get crowned. The winner 
of the game between the A-league wild 
card team and the B-league champion at 
2 p.m. on Packer field will be one semi-
finalist. The winner of the game between 
the B-league wild card team and the A-
league champion at 2 p.m. at Dean Field 
will be the other semi-finalist. 

The two semi-finalists will play in the 
Brower Cup Bowl at 3:15 p.m. to decide 
the Brower Cup, like Monty Python 
characters in search of the holy grail. 
One team will prevail, with the other 
teams' efforts to no avail...it's been a 

\mad-sea«qf)r .... 

Harriers finish 

respectably 

BY BILL SULON 

After performing poorly in its last two 
meets, the Trenton State College mens 
cross-country team pooled its resources 
and placed 11th out of 28 teams in the 
National College Athletic Association 
Mideast Division III Regional Cross
country Championship held Saturday 
at the Memorial Lake State Park in Fort 
Indiantown Gap, Pa. 

It was the Lions' best regional finish in 
Trenton State history. Their previous 
best occurred in 1979, when the Lions 
placed fifteenth. The squad captured 
nineteenth last year. 

Dave Rein led the Lions over the hilly 
8,000 meter course by placing 50th in 
26:30. He was followed by teammates 
Kevin Cahiil(65th, 26:57), Vinnie 
Lolacona(69th, 27:06), Ed Parks(70th, 
27:07), Rich Martindel(110th, 28:19) and 
Bill Sulon(118th, 28:32). 

Glassboro State's'Greg Rapp took top 
honors in 24:55. One hundred and fifty-
six runners took part in the event, which 
was won by Glassboro(63 points). The 
Lions tallied 343 points. 

Only 37 seconds separated the first 
four Lions, an impressive accomplish
ment, though five men make up a team 
score. 

"Through our first and fourth men we 
ran well," Coach Rick McKorkle said. 
Our fifth and sixth men ran pretty good, 
but when you finish in the 28(minute 
range) your not going to do better than 
100th place." 
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DAYTONA BEACH 
SPRING BREAK 1982 
"ON THE BEACH" 

$299 COMPLETE 
Per Person/ Quad Occupancy 

Price is guaranteed 
INCLUDES 
• Round trip jet from Philadelphia with deluxe 

snack and complimentary cocktail 
• Rent-a-car with unlimited mileage- 4 per car 
• Seven nights hotel accomodations on the 

beach OCEAN EAST 
• "Beer Party" poolside 
• Tour Escorted 
• College Bteak T-Shirt 

DATES: Mar. 21-28,1982/ Contact: 
Mary Fran O'Brien Room 534 & 536 Decker 
DEPOSIT: *50 per person due 11/30/81 
FINAL PAYMENT: Feb. 1,1982 
CHECKS PAYABLE: Atco National Bank 

M. Custom Travel) 
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Griddersrun out  of  

_ Staff photo by Thomas Nesterak 
Sen/or offensive lineman Ted Stratis watches the action in his final game. 

Field hockey in finals 
The Trenton State College field 

hockey team, who are seeded first in the 
NCAA Division III National Champion
ships, will be "ironing out the wrinkles" 
in preparation for semi-final action 
against Westfield College on Friday. 

Westfield defeated Frostburg State 
two-one in a close fight on Saturday. 
They will have the homefield 
adavantage on their Astroturf field at the 
Westfield Mass. campus, but Trenton's 
Coach Melissa Magee has made sure 
her team is familiar with playing on the 
fast artificial surface. The Lions had 
some practice on Astroturf in a 
scrimmage against the University of 
Pennsylvania last Wednesday. 

"That scrimmage was very benificial it 
showed us that our passing must be 
accurate," Magee said. 

According to Magee, the women 
enjoy playing on the Astroturf and they 

nave had several scrimmages on it so it 
isn't foreign to them. During the week 
the team will practice their passing 
game on the tennis courts to get used to 
the flat, fast surface. 

Trenton kept on top of things by 
scrimmaging LaSalle College on 
Thursday and a team composed of 
Ursinus Alumni Club members and 
several varsity players on LaSalle, a 
division II school, who are also 
preparing for the national finals. 

"We played excellent on Saturday 
against Ursinus," Magee said. She noted 
that goalie Dina Ayers played 
tremendously and Repy Hattersly's 
centering the ball across to forward 
Donna Aromando worked well. 

The key to this game is mental 
preparation, dealing with the pressure. 
My philosophy is the bigger the game, 
the better we will play," Magee said. 

Booters lose final game 
BY TRACEY MILLER 

A conference co-championsnip (the 
first since 1978) with Glassboro and 
being selected for the NCAA 
tournament (Trenton lost to North 
Carolina-Greensboro in the 1st round), 
and the Lion'ssoccerteam'sfinal record 
of 10-6-3 (6-0-1 in the conference) 
"reflected what the coaching staff felt 
we could do in the beginning of the year. 

The Lions ended their last week of 
play waith games against St. Josephs, 
Stevens Tech, and Temple University. 

On Tuesday, the Lions lost to St. 
Josephs when Bob Evans scored at 
79:05, but bounced back by shutting out 
Stevens Tech 2-0, on Wednesday. Marty 
Lucash scored 10:40 into the second 
half on an assist by Mike Nykolyn. With 
29 seconds remaining, Neal Cohen 
scored on an assist by Rich Keurajian. 

Coach Hindley said, "we could've 
played without a goalkeeper and still 
won 2-1 (Stevens only had 1 shot on goal 
to Trenton's 16). It was good because we 
were experimenting and everyone got to 
play." 

On Saturday, the team traveled to 
Temple University fortheirfinal gameof 
the season and played their Division II 
opponents to a scoreless first half. 

During the second half, Temple's Ed 
Parkinson scored. Then at 82:08, 
Trenton's Rich Keurajian tied-the score 
and the score remained 1 -1 at the end of 
regulation play. 

The contest went into overtime and 
with 3:50 remaining, Temple's John 
Weick scored the game winner. Hindley 
said that "Temple was a better team and 
statistics proved it. We actually had 
about four opportunities to get another 
goal, but didn't finish off." 

continued on page 23 

BY LuANN PAJIC 

The Trenton State Lions tried 
desperately to set up a field goal on 
Saturday. They had moved the ball 
down the field in an attempt that 
resembled a Dallas Cowboy two minute 
offense. They wanted to break a 21-21 
deadlock with Ramapo College. But the 
Lions ran out of time. 

Before they could get the field goal 
attempt off, the clock ran out and the 
Lions tied Ramapo(6-2-1) and finished 
with a 5-4-1 record(3-2-1 in the 
conference). 

Before the first half was over, Trenton 
gave up 5 turnovers, one resulting in a 
Ramapo touchdown, but the Lion 
defense made two goal line stands 
which allowed the offense the 
opportunity to settle down and take the 
halftime lead. 

With six minutes left in the first 
quarter, El-Amin deflected a Rick 
Klienkauf pass into the arms of 
teammate Tom Swanton, who galloped 
14 yards into the end zone for a 6-0 
Ramapo lead. 

After two more Trenton turnovers, the 
Lions put their first tally of the game on 
the scoreboard on a 62 yard drive, 
culminating with a Kim Miller one yard 
run. Tom Gallaird added the extra point 
to give the Lions a 7-6 lead. 

With three minutes left in the half, 
freshman John Sumiel, who rushed for 
over 100 yards, broke through for a 61 
yard gain. After stalling on the 22, the 
Trenton offense had to settle for a field 
goal, but Ramapo was called for a 
roughing the kicker penalty and Eric 
Hamilton and the Lions gambled by 

going for the touchdown. The gamble 
paid off and the Lions went to the locker 
room for the last time in 1981, lead™ 
13-7. 

In the third quarter, the Lions looked 
as if they were going to put the game on 
ice. With 4:54 left in the quarter 
Klienkauf found receiver John 
Aromando, who scampered intotheend 
zone for Trenton's last TD of the season 
Klienkauf then completed the two point 
conversion to fellow senior Tom 
Casperson and Trenton led 21-7. 

However, Ramapo came roaring back 
with two quick touchdowns, one coming 
off another Trenton turnover, and tied 
the score 21-21. 

With two minutes left in the g ame, 
Ramapo attempted a field goal th at 
might have sewed up the game, but the 
kick was no good and Trenton fans let 
out a sigh of relief. 

But that sigh of relief turned tooneol 
disappointment as it was the Lions turn 
to attempt a field goal. With 10 seconds 
left and no timeouts, the Lions could not 
get set up in time. 

"We feel like we lost even though the 
score is tied," Hamilton said. "Th e 
defense did a whale of a job, the offense 
disappointed us." 

But Hamilton was quick to add, "We 
win as a team and we lose as a team," 

The Lions will lose 11 players to 
graduation and have some players 
returning who were outstanding during 
the 1981 season. 

"I'm excited for next season. We have 
our line and secondary back. We have to 
work on the kicking game. There are 
some things that worked and some we 
have To work out." Hamilton said. 

Staff photo by Thomas Nesterak 

Mnntoafhe'ur'lt" Gu/nef' and Maryann Bakey (left to right) are in good spirits after winning the NCAA regionals on Saturday. 

Harriers advance 
BY BILL SULON 

By overwhelming all opposition in the 
»??"e9e A,hletic Association 

(NCAA) Mideast Division III Regional 
Cross-Country Champion ship, the 
Trenton State College women's cross
country team earned a berth in the 
Division III National Cross-Country 
Champion-ship to be held Saturday in 
Kenosha, Wisconsin. 

The Lions won their regional race 
Saturday at Memorial Lake State Park in 
Fort Indiantown Gap, Pa. by placing five 
runners ,n the top eight slots an 
impressive feat worth 23 points 
Jl«W(!men,easilV out-distanced 
second place Franklin and Marshall 
College(83 points) and nine other 
T63ms. 

Joann Potts led the Lions over the hillv 
« » i ° : ? e  o y  B i a c " i < >  s » c °  
18.19. Colleen Casey captured third in 
18:26, followed by teammates Mickie 

G rif f ith (f ou rth, 18:33) Eileen 
G u i n ee (s i x t h, 18:45) MeM|S 

Wenczel(eighth, 19:04) Donn 
Koneski(27th, 20:48) and Jam" 
Chiavacci(31st, 20:55). 

Franklin and Marshall's Denise P®u 
was the overall winner in 18:06. Fifty 
seven runners took part. h 

"I'm happy with the results," C° a 

Gordon Rackley said, "but the ginss 

are not up to where they can be. 
"What really helped," he contin ue 

"was the(Lions) men cross-couni y 
team cheering us on. I think 
cheering helped each girl run. jft 
seconds faster. Runners tend to o 
mentally during a race. Yelling bri 9 
them back to reality. If we had m° r 

people out there cheering we would 
better." 

The Lions will resume train'st 
through mid-week before boarding a J 
and embarking on their Wiscon 
excursion Thursday. 


